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HIGHER-ORDER SUGAWARA OPERATORS
FOR AFFINE LIE ALGEBRAS

ROE GOODMAN AND NOLAN R. WALLACH

Abstract. Let 0 be the affine Lie algebra associated to a simple Lie algebra

0 . Representations of 0 are described by current fields X(Q on the circle

T (X e 0 and £ £ T ). In this paper a linear map a from the symmetric

algebra 5(0) to (formal) operator fields on a suitable category of 0 modules is

constructed. The operator fields corresponding to 0-invariant elements of S($)

are called Sugawara fields. It is proved that they satisfy commutation relations

of the form

(*)       [<t(h)(í), X(t})] = cx,DS{C,ln)a(Vxu)(Q + higher-order terms

with the current fields, where c» is a renormalization of the central element in

0 and Dô is the derivative of the Dirac delta function. The higher-order terms

in (*) are studied using results from invariant theory and finite-dimensional

representation theory of 0 . For suitably normalized invariants u of degree

4 or less, these terms are shown to be zero. This vanishing is also proved

for 0 = sl(n,C) and u running over a particular choice of generators for the

symmetric invariants. The Sugawara fields defined by such invariants commute
with the current fields whenever c«> is represented by zero. This property is

used to obtain the commuting ring, composition series, and character formulas

for a class of highest-weight modules for 0 .

Introduction

Let q be the affine algebra associated with a finite-dimensional simple Lie

algebra g. The representation theory of g is closely related to models for

quantum field theory in two space-time dimensions. In the so-called Sugawara

models, the representation of g corresponds to a current field, and the energy-

momentum field is obtained as a quadratic function of the current fields [Fre,

G-O, P-S, Sug]. In this paper we construct a linear map from the symmetric

algebra S(g) to (formal) operator fields on a suitable category of g modules. We

call the operator fields corresponding to g-invariant elements of S(g) Sugawara

fields. Our main results concern the commutation relations between current

fields and Sugawara fields.
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To describe our results in more detail, we recall that g is a central extension

of the Lie algebra g = C[C, C~ ]®0. Representations of g arise from projective

representations of the current algebra g, which we view as the maps from the

circle T to g with finite Fourier series (taking Ç = e'e on T). If n is such a

representation, then n(<j)®X),for <f> e C[Ç, C-'] and X e g, can be (formally)

expressed in terms of a current field X(Q on T as

(1) n(<t>®X)= ( <j>(e6)X(eie)de.

The operator-valued distribution X(Q is (formally) defined as n(ô®X), where

¿(0 = £C"
«ez

is the Dirac function on T. The current fields satisfy the commutation relations

(2) [X(Q , Y(r,)] = S(C/ri)[X, Y](Q + cDâ(Ç/n)B(X, Y)

where B is the Killing form on g, c is a basis for the center of g, and D is

the vector field Çd/dÇ on T.

The formal simplicity of the commutation relations (2) makes the current

fields a powerful tool for studying representations of affine algebras (cf. [L-W]).

This apparent simplicity has its price, however. The passage from the represen-

tation n to the current field X(Q and the commutation relations of the current

fields both involve the singular function S and its derivatives. More gener-

ally, formal products of current fields evaluated at a point contain divergent

expressions which must be "renormalized" in some consistent way to become

meaningful (cf. [C-G-J]). In this paper we restrict attention to a category SF

of g modules M on which the current fields and the renormalization can be

defined purely algebraically. We define products of the fields by symmetrization

and normal ordering relative to the positive-negative splitting of formal Fourier

series. Given an element u in the symmetric algebra S(g) we obtain by this

procedure a well-defined formal operator field that we denote by a(u)(Q . (For

u = X" a pure power, this field is conventionally denoted by : X(Q" : in the

physics literature.) For <f> e C[Ç, Ç~ ], the smeared field

(3) Ju(<p) = j^(e'e)o(u)(e'e)dd

is a well-defined operator on M.   In particular, for u = X e g, we have

a(X)(Q - X(Q and the operator Jx((j>) gives the action of <f>® X on M.

To describe the commutation relations between these fields and the currents,

we recall from classical invariant theory that if u e S(g) then the polarization

of u is the map X —► Vxu from g to S(g), where V denotes the gradient

operator [Wey]. The first main result of the paper is the calculation of the

commutator between the Sugawara field defined by « € .S(g) and the current

defined by leg. We prove (Corollary 3.12) that the commutation relations

can be expressed as

(4) [o-(u)(Q, X(t])] = cooZ)á(C/?7)a(VA.M)(C) + higher-order terms
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where c^ is the renormalized value c + p(c). Here p is the functional taking

value 1 on the canonical generators of a Cartan subalgebra of g. The renormal-

ization shift p(c) is determined by the value of the quadratic Casimir operator

for g in the adjoint representation and hence reflects the noncommutativity of

g. (With the element c defined as in (1) via the Killing form B, p{c) = \;

with another natural normalization of c, p(c) is the dual Coxeter number of

0 (cf. [G-O]).)
We call o(u)(Q a restricted Sugawara field when the higher-order terms van-

ish in equation (4). It is well known that this happens for the quadratic invariant

Q = ^2X2, where {X(} is a 5-orthonormal basis for g. In this paper we de-

termine sufficient conditions on higher-order invariants u for o(u)(Q to be a

restricted Sugawara field (Theorem 4.1, Corollary 4.3, and Theorem 4.4). Ob-

serve that for a restricted Sugawara field, the integrated form of (4) gives the

operator commutation relations

(5) [Ju(4>),Jx(W)] = c00JvJ<l>DVf)

where </>, y/ € C[Ç, f~ ]. In particular, when u = Q as above, then VXQ = 2X

and equation (5) becomes

(6) [JQ(<j>),Jx(y,)] = 2CooJx(ct>DW).

Thus the following dichotomy arises: If c^ is invertible on the module M

then the operator l/(2coo)JQ((j>) on M implements the action of the vector

field <f>D on g (cf. [G-W3]). However, if c^ = 0 on M then every restricted

Sugawara field commutes with the action of g on A/. Hence on the category

of g modules where c^ acts by 0, the restricted Sugawara fields can provide

a substitute for the center of the (completed) enveloping algebra of 0. In the

case of highest-weight modules in the category (f (cf. [K-K]), the condition

cœ = 0 corresponds to highest weights on the boundary of the translated Tits

cone, where the operators constructed in [Kac] do not exist (cf. [C-I] for general

negative results concerning the center of the enveloping algebra of g ).

The paper is organized as follows: In § 1 we obtain trace identities for the it-

erated polarizations of invariant polynomials on 0. In §§2 and 3 we develop the

formal algebraic theory of Sugawara fields and obtain the general commutator

formula (4), with a general description of the form of the higher-order terms.

In §4 we use results from classical invariant theory and finite-dimensional rep-

resentation theory to obtain a complete family of restricted Sugawara operators

when 0 is of type A¡ or classical of rank < 2. We then use these operators

(following the broad lines of [Wal]) to analyze the characters of the irreducible

objects in the subcategory cf¡ of <f where coo = 0.

Although our results concerning the existence of restricted Sugawara oper-

ators are complete only in the case of type A¡ or for invariants u of degree

< 4, our methods are completely general. Of possible independent interest is

the material in §3 of the paper on "nonabelian vertex operators," which extends

the formal analysis of [L-W] to the nonabelian case. There is also a substantial
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study of invariant theory in the paper. Most of the results in invariant theory

that we prove for type A¡ we have also extended to the other classical groups,

and we expect this to be useful in other contexts.

Our method of constructing a complete set of restricted Sugawara operators

for A¡ and B2 uses explicit commutator formulas up to degree 3 in adX, for

X e 0. The higher-order terms in the commutator (4) are shown to vanish using

the results from invariant theory. For general algebras of type B¡, C¡, and D¡

one must in fact have more information on the term of degree 4 in ad X in

order to apply our invariant-theoretic methods and results.

Affine Lie algebras and groups are also closely related to certain completely

integrable finite-particle systems (cf. [G-W2, G-W4]), and this connection was

our original motivation for constructing higher-order Sugawara operators. In

future work we hope to apply the higher-order Sugawara operators constructed

in this paper to the quantized periodic Toda systems studied in [G-W4], using

representation-theoretic methods as was done for the nonperiodic systems in

[Kos] and [G-Wl].
After finishing this paper, we received the preprint Sugawara operators and

Kac-Kazhdan conjecture by T. Hayashi. In this preprint results similar to our

Theorems 4.1 and 5.2 (with weaker hypotheses on the highest weight) are stated

for 0 of type A¡, B¡, or C¡ (complete proofs are given only for the case of

A¡ ). The Sugawara operators corresponding to basic invariants of degree 3 or

4 that Hayashi constructs are the homogeneous components of the restricted

Sugawara fields that we obtain in Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.3. However, it

is unclear what the relation is between Hayashi's "Sugawara operators" of order

greater than 4 and the higher-order restricted Sugawara fields that we construct

in Theorem 4.11 for 0 of type A,.

1. Trace identities for invariant polynomials

1.1. Polarization. Let 0 be a finite-dimensional reductive Lie algebra over C.

Fix an invariant nondegenerate bilinear form B on g. Let 5(0) be the sym-

metric algebra over 0, and let Sh(g) be the subspace of elements homogeneous

of degree k . For leg let V x be the derivation of S(g) such that

VX(Y) = B(X,Y), for Y eg.

Let ad(X) be the derivation of S(g) such that

ad(X)(Y) = [X,Y], for7€0.

We denote by S(g)s the subalgebra of S(g) annihilated by ad(fl).

Lemma 1.1. For all X ,Y eg, one has [adX, Vy] = V[X y].

Proof. It is enough to check this equation on an element Zeg, since both sides

of the equation are derivations. But VyZ is a constant, so it is annihilated by

ad X. On the other hand,

Vr(ad*(Z)) = B(Y,[X,Z]) = -B([X,Y],Z) = -V[XY]Z ,

by the invariance of the form B .   D
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Corollary 1.2. If u e S(g)B  then (adX)(VYu) = Vadx(y)w.   Thus the map

Tu: Y-^VYu is in Homß(g,S(g)).

Remark. In [Wey], the map Tu is called the polarization of the invariant u.

Fix an orthonormal basis {X¡} for 0 relative to the form B and write

V;- = VX/.

Lemma 1.3. If u e S(g)B, then for all Y eg,

£(V,.M)ad*,.(r) = 0.

Proof. We may assume that u is homogeneous of degree j. Denote by (•, •)

the invariant bilinear form on SJ (g) such that

(Xi,Yi) = B(X,Y)j

for X, Y e g. This form is nondegenerate, and for Z 6 0 we have

(1) ^((V(u)ad^(y),Z7)-DV/M'Z'_1)([y'Z]'X«)
; i

= (V{YZ]u,Z]~X),

since {X¡} is an orthonormal basis and the map X —► Vx is C-linear. But by

Corollary 1.2, V[y zxu = -adZ(Vrw). Hence the left side of (1) is

-(adZ(VyM),Zy'~') = (VYu, adZ(Zj~x)) = 0.

Since the elements ZJ span SJ (g) as Z runs over 0, this last equation proves

the lemma.   D

Let G be a compact connected Lie group whose complexified Lie algebra

is 0. Then G acts on 0 and on S(g) by the complexification of the adjoint

representation, and we shall write

Xg = Ad(g~X)X,    forXe8and#eG\

Since G is connected, we have S(0)8 = S(g)G ; i.e., an element u e S(g) is

annihilated by 0 if and only if it is fixed by G.

Denote the normalized invariant measure on G by dg. Then for any X eg

and any positive integer n , the homogeneous element

(2) I(X")=     (Xs)" dg
Jg

is in S(gf . Fix n > 0. Write u = I(Xn+x). Then

(3) Viu = (n+l) f(Xg)nB(X8,Xi)dg.
JG

Using (3) in Lemma 1.3 and the expansion

adXg = ^5(X?,X;)adX(.,

we obtain the following identity:
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Corollary 1.4. For all X ,Y e g and all integers n > 0,

(4) f(Xg)n(adXg)(Y)dg = 0.
Jg

1.2. Trace identities. We now obtain a basic "trace identity" for the polarization

process.

Proposition 1.5. Let u e S(g)G. Then for any integer p > 2 and 7eg,

/,,... ,/„

=    T*   (V,   -V,.    H)tr(adX • -adX.    ad Y).
i, ,...,/,_,"

Proof. We shall prove ( 1 )   by induction on p . Denote the left side of ( 1 )

by Sp . Observe that because V( is a derivation and V( V  = V V;, we have

(VfV,M)Z = V7.{(ViM)Z} - (V,.«)(VjZ).

Thus when p = 2 we may write

s2 = £ vj J£(v(.")ad;r,(ad;r,(r))} - Ç(v/M)(v;(adx(.ad^.(y)).
j \   i )       ij

Now the first group of terms vanishes by Lemma 1.3. Since V Z = B(X¡,Z)

for Z e 0, we thus have

S2 = -Yf^iu)B(Xj,adXiadXj(Y))
ij

= £ V." I ¿2B(Xj" ad^.adri*,)) 1 .

The summation over j in this last expression gives tr (adX; ad Y), since {X.}

is an orthonormal basis. This proves the identity for p = 2.

Assume ( 1 )   is true. Proceeding as in the case p = 2, we may write

S„ = VV, Y" (V,. • • ■ V, u)adX • • • adX [X,    ,Y] 1
P+l        Z—f     'fi+i   ]    ¿^   v     'i 'p    y 'i h      ',+ ' [

i,+l ^ í i.... ,/p J

+ £ (^•••v/;;W)|EÄ(^+,.adx,.-ad^ady(^+i))l.

We apply the induction hypothesis to the first group of terms to write it as a

trace, and we note that the summation over /' , in the second group of terms

also gives a trace. Thus Sp+X is equal to

£V,J    £   (V/1-V/p_i«)trfl(adZ,-..ad^_iad[^+i,r])|

+  Y* (V,   •V,. w)tr (adX.   •adX ad 7).'   '   x     'i <p    7     8V 'I <p '
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The second set of terms in this last equation gives the desired formula for

S x . So to complete the induction step we must prove that the first set of terms

vanishes. We relabel i   x as i   and we observe that

tr (ad X, ■■■ ad X,    ad[*  , Y]) = tr (ad X. ■■■ ad X.    ad X. ad Y)
flv h 'p-i 'p 8 'i ',-1 ',

-triad*. ad* •••ad*,    adY).
Bv       'p        m 1,-1        '

Since V, • • • V, M is symmetric in the indices  i. , ... ,in, we may make an
'l *p *■ P

obvious change of indices to prove that

Y V, • • • V,. u tr (ad * ■ • • ad *    ad[* ,Y]) = 0.
¿—j        h ip        9V i| ip-i i,

i'i ,-,/,

This completes the induction.   D

Let * €E 0. We calculate the trace identities ( 1 )   for the elements

u = (l/(n+p)\)I(Xn+p)

introduced in § 1.1. We have

(2) V,..-V.M = i/G(*Y5(*g,*,)---5(*^,*.)^.

Using (2) and the expansion of Xg relative to the orthonormal basis {*J , we

obtain the identity

(3) i fG(Xg)"(adXg)p(Y) dg = ^^ jG(Xg)n+x trs((adXgrx ad Y) dg

for any *, Y e g and any integers n > 0 and p > 2.

Proposition 1.6. Suppose g is simple and B is the Killing form. Then for all

X,Yeg,

(4) jG(adXg)2(Y)dg^ jGXgB(Xg ,Y)dg = ^^Y.

Proof. The first equality in (4) follows from the definition of the Killing form

and equation (3). For fixed *, the linear map

Y -► f XgB(Xg ,Y)dg
JG

on 0 commutes with Ad(C7). The adjoint representation is irreducible. By

Schur's lemma the above map is a scalar multiple of the identity. The Schur

orthogonality relations imply that

jG B(Xg , Y)B(Xg ,Z)dg = ^^1B(Z , Y)

for all *, Y, Z e g. This proves the second equality in (4).   D

Proposition 1.7. If p > 1 is an odd integer, then for all integers n > 0 and all

X,Yeg

(5) f(Xg)"(adXg)p(Y)dg = 0.
JG
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Proof. The case p = 1 is Corollary 1.4, so we may assume p > 3 . First observe

that for Z G 0, ad Z is skew-symmetric relative to B, so

(6) trg((adZ)p) = 0.

If we substitute Z = X + tY in (6), then the coefficient of t is

ptr((ad*r1y).

Thus we have

(7) trB((ad*)p  'adr) = 0.

From (7) we conclude that the right side of (3) vanishes, and hence (5) holds,   a

We may form a "generating function" for the identities (3) by multiplying

equation (3) by tn+p and summing over n > 0. This gives the identity

(8) J etX\adtXg)p(Y)dg = j(etXS - l)trg((adí**f  ' adY)dg

for all *, Y e 0 and all integers p > 2. Here we view (8) as an identity in

formal power series in the variable / with coefficients in S(g).

Suppose 0 is semisimple. Then

L(adtXgrxdg
IG

is a scalar on each simple ideal of 0 by Schur's lemma, and ad Y has trace

zero on each simple ideal. Thus

/,
tr ((ad/*Y  xadY)dg = 0

G     9

in this case, so identity (8) becomes

(9) f etX\adtXg)"(Y)dg = Í e'XStrg((adtXg)"~x adY)dg
JO J G

for all integers p > 1.

2.   SyMMETRIZATION AND NORMAL ORDERING

2.1. Formal variables and intertwining operators. Let 0 be the (untwisted) affine

algebra associated with the reductive Lie algebra 0 and invariant bilinear form

B. Recall that 0 is the central extension of the "loop algebra" 0 <S> C[z, z~ ]

with commutation relations

(1) [* ® zm , Y ® zn] = [X, Y] ® zm+" + mSm _nB(X, Y)c.

Here ôm k is the Kronecker symbol, and c is a basis for the center of 0. For

* e 0 and n e Z, we will write X(n) for * ® z", viewed as an element of 0.

We have the degree derivation dQ of 0 which acts by

d0 •*(«) = nX(n),       d0-c = 0.
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Denote by g   the algebra 0 extended by d0.

Set u = 0®C[z]z. For k = 1,2, ...  define uk = 0®C[z]z  . Then

u = u, ou2D---    and   [uk ,uß c uk+j.

The Lie algebra u/ufc is nilpotent and finite-dimensional for k = 1,2, ... .

We shall use (two-sided) formal Laurent series in several indeterminates,

generally following the notation in [L-W]. Thus if £ is a formal variable and

M is a g module, then M{Q will denote the g module of formal Laurent

series in £ with coefficients in M. Set

(2) *(£) = ££"*(«).
n€Z

We view *(£) as an element of Hom(M, M{Q). Note that

[d0,X(Q] = DX(O

where D = Çd/d{.
To avoid the divergent infinite sums that arise when formal Laurent series

are multiplied, we use the device of adjoining additional commuting formal

variables and making the natural identifications

M{C1}{i2} = M{C2HC1} = M{C1,C2}.

For example, if *, Y e g then the commutator [X(ÇX), Y(Ç2)] is well defined

as an element of Hom(M,M{(X, £2}). From (1) we calculate that

(3) [*(£,), Y(C2)] = ¿(£,/£2)[*, Y](C2) + (DS)(CJC2)B(X,Y)c

where

¿(0 = £c"
nez

(cf. [L-W, Theorem 2.3]).
This formalism turns out to be particularly useful in studying families {7^}

of operators in Hom(Af, M) in terms of their "generating function"

(4) T(Q = J2^Tk-
kez

Here  T(Ç) e Hom(M,M{Q).   Call  Tk  the ^-homogeneous component of

degree k in T(Q.

Lemma 2.1. Let T(Q e Hom(A/,A/{£}) be given by (4).  The following are
equivalent:

(i) For all k eZ, Tk commutes with the action of g on M.

(ii) ForallXeg, [T(CX ), *(C2)] = 0 as an element of Hom(A/,M{£, ,£2}).

Proof. Since £, and £2 are commuting variables, we have

(5) [r(c,),*(Ç2)] = J]cfc2[7;,*(«>].
k,n
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But the elements X(n), for * e g and n e Z, generate g asa Lie algebra.

Thus the left side of (5) is zero as a formal series if and only if all the operators

Tk commute with 0.   D

2.2. The category & and normal ordering. We denote by & (for "formal") the

category of all g modules M such that for all v e M, there exists an integer

k such that

(1) ukv = 0.

For * e g define *±(£) e g{Q by

*_{£}=££"*(«)'. *+(o=x;r*(n).
«<0 «>0

Note that *(£) = *_(£) + *+(£). If M is in the category &, then X+(Qv

is a polynomial in £ for each v e M. We shall use this decomposition to

form normal-ordered powers of *(£) as operators from M to M{Q. It is

convenient to introduce the following class of formal operators, which includes

the operators *(£).

Let Homoo(Af, A/{£}) to be the linear space of all formal operator series

T(Q = J2 C T„,    with Tn e Hom(M, M),
nez

such that for every vector v e M, T v = 0 for all sufficiently large n . We can

express this by saying that the series T(Qv is formally meromorphic at £ = 00,

since it has only a finite number of nonzero positive powers of £. Define

T+(Q = J2CTn,        T_(Q = ̂ 2C"Tn.
n>0 n<0

If T(Q is in Hom.JJI/, Jl/{Ç}) then obviously so are T±(Q and DT(Q,

where as usual D = £<9/<9£.

Lemma 2.2. Assume that M is a g module in the category SF. Let leg

and T(Q e Homoo(M,M{£}). Then the formal products *_(£)T(£) and

T(£)*+(£) exist as elements of Homoo(A/', Af{£}).

Proof. Let v e M. Then there are integers m(v) and n(v) suchthat X(j)v =

0 for j > m(v) and Tkv = 0 for k > n(v). Set p = m(v) + n(v). Then we

can write the formal expansion of T(QX+(Qv as

£Cm(   £   TkX+(m-k)v\.

Note that the sum in braces is over a finite range of the index k, so it is

defined in M. Since the whole series is truncated above at p = p(v), the linear

transformation given by this expansion is in Homœ(Af ,M{£}). A similar

calculation applies to the formal expansion of X_(QT(Qv .   D

We can now define the normal-ordered symmetrization map from S(g) to

operators on M, using the formal variable machinery.
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Lemma 2.3. Let M be a module in the category SF. There exists a unique

linear map

a:S(g)^Homoo(M,M{i:})

such that for me M, X eg, and all integers n > 0

(2) a(Xn)(Qm = J2(nj)x_(QkX+(Qn-km,
k=o w

where (£) denotes the usual binomial coefficient.

Proof. By Lemma 2.2, the right side of (2) is in Hom^ (M, M {£}) and uniquely

determines a , since the elements {*"} span S" (g).

To prove the existence of a, choose a basis Xx, ... ,Xr for 0. The ordered

monomials
Xa = *,"'•••*;'

form a basis for Sn(g), where n = \a\ = ax H-h ar. We define <x(*Q)(£) as

follows:

Let t eC and set * = txXx -\-h trXr. For every aeN' with |a| = n,

define S±(a,£) e Homoo(M,M{£}) to be the coefficients of f/al in the

expansions

\a\=n

(same choice of ± on each side of the equation). Note that the left side of (3)

is already defined, by Lemma 2.2. Now we define

(4) ¿»(0(0-   £  -¿S_(/?,£)~+(y,£).

The operator products on the right are defined because of Lemma 2.2. We

extend a by linearity to S(g). It is clear from the multinomial expansion in

S(g) that equation (2) is satisfied, and hence a is independent of the choice of

basis.   D

Lemma 2.4. Let Y eg and u e S(g). Then

[Y,c(u)(C)] = c7(adY(u))(0

as an element of Hom(Af, M{Q).

Proof. It suffices to prove this when u = X" , for all * e 0. Since cr (*)(£) =

*(£), the intertwining property holds when n = 1. Also from the relation

(TK-.)*©
and the expansion (2) it follows that

<7(*n+1)(£) = *_(£)a(*n)(£) + <7(*")(£)*+(£).
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From the commutation relations in g one has

[7,*±(£)] = [y,*]±(£)

for all * in 0. The lemma now follows from these last two relations by

induction on n , using the fact that ad Y is a derivation of 5(0).   D

For * e g, we define the normal-ordered power

(5) :*(£)": = <t(*")(£)

as an element of Homoo(M, M{Q). Equation (2) shows how to calculate this

power by the binomial expansion, as if *_(£) and *+(£) were commuting

operators.

We adjoin another formal variable t and for X eg we form the generating

function
00     n

e    = >   —.X ,
¿-^ n\
n=0

which we view as an element of 5(0){i} . In this case the degree of homogeneity

relative to t is the usual degree in S(g). We extend the map a to a C-linear

map from S(g){t} to Hom(M,M{Ç,t}). With the normal-order notation of

(5), we can write
oo     n

o(etX)(Q = Yd-:X(Qn:,

n=0

which we also denote as : e' :. From the ordered binomial expansion (2)

we obtain the formula

(6) :e,xlCi: =etX-^etXM)

for * e g. Equation (6) uniquely determines the normal ordered map a .

2.3. Symmetrization. Let Symm denote the symmetrization operation on the

free associative algebra with generators x, y. For a monomial of degree 1 in

y, we have

Symm(x y) =--(xy + x     yx H-vxyx      +yx).

We define Symm(exy) to be the formal sum of the symmetrizations of the

homogeneous components. We can then specialize x and y to be any elements

in an associative algebra.

Lemma 2.5. Let IJeg and let M be a module in the category SF. Then

for every positive integer n,

1)        a(X"Y)(Q = ¿ (?){*_(0* Symm(y+(£)*+(£)
k=0 ^   '

n—k^

+ Symm(r_(£)*_(£/:)*+(£)',-*}

as operators from M to M{£}.
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Proof. Introduce a formal variable t. Then (n + 1)<t(*"Y")(£) is the coeffi-

cient of t in a((X + tY)n+x)(C). On the other hand, by the ordered binomial

expansion (equation (2) in §2.2), we have

n+\   /     ,   i\

a((X + tY)n+x)(C) = £ f Î     (*_(0 + tYJC))k(X+(0 + tY+(Q)n+X-k .
k=o ^        '

The coefficient of t on the right is

£(* + l)("k + l) Symm(Y_(Ç)X_(Ok)X+(i;)n-k

+ J2(n + \-k)(nti)x_(C)kSymm(Y+(QX+(i:)n-k).
k=o y        '

Now we use the identities (£+})(&+1) = (nkx)(n+l-k) = {"k)(n+ 1) to obtain

(1).   D

Example. Let *, Y e g. From ( 1 ) we see that

o(XY)(Q = ±{*_(£)y_(£) + F_(£)*_(£)} +*_(£)r+(£) + F_(£)*+(£)
+ x2{X+(OY+(Q + Y+(QX+(Q}.

Introducing a formal variable t, we can express the identities (1) in generat-

ing function form as follows:

Corollary 2.6. Let X, Y e g. Then

(2) a(etXY)(Q = Symm(Y_(Ç)etX-{Q)etX+{i:) + etX-{Q Symm(Y+(QetX+{0).

For the calculation of commutation relations, we shall need to apply the

symmetrization operator that appears in formulas (1) and (2) with Y(Q re-

placed by operators such as if Y(Ç). We observe that if * e g and T(Q e

Homoo(Af ,M{Q), then the operator

(3) £ (?){*_(£)" Symm(r+(£)*+(£)"-fc) + Symm(r_(£)*_(£)A:)*+(£)"-i:}

*:=0 ^   '

is defined in Homoo(Af, M{Q).

We denote the operator in (3) as a(X(Qn , T(Q). When T(Q = Y(Q , for

some Feg, then
a(X(Qn,T(Q) = o(XnY)(Q,

by Lemma 2.5, where the product XnY is calculated in S(g). Extending for-

mula (2) to this more general context, we define

oo    .n

a(e'*(^ T(£)) = £ ^a(*(£)\ HO)
(=0
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with the series on the right being understood as a formal series in t. We can

also write this definition as

(4) a(etX(Q , 7X0) = Symm(T_(QetX-(Q)etXÁÍ)+etX~{Q Symm(T+(QetX+{Q).

The map T(Q -* a(el , T(Q) is linear and commutes with the action of

ad *, for * € 0.

3. Sugawara fields

3.1.   Commutation relations. Let u e S(g)   .   The formal operator <?(«)(£)

is defined on every module M in the category &, and we shall call it the

Sugawara field associated with u (cf. Introduction for the motivation for this

terminology). To obtain Sugawara fields, we can take X e g and project *

onto the G-invariants by integrating over G. We set

uk= ¡(Xgfdg
JG

in S(g) , for k = 2,3, ... . The Sugawara field associated with uk can then

be written formally as

(1) a(uk)(Q= f :Xg(Qk:dg.
JG

For fixed v e M, every £-homogeneous component of the function g —►

: Xs(Ç) : v lies in a finite-dimensional subspace of M independent of g.

Thus the integral on the right side of (1) exists as the formal sum of its £-

homogeneous components and obviously commutes with the action of 0 on

M.

We shall calculate commutation relations between a Sugawara field a(u)(Çx)

and Y(Ç2), with Y eg. The map u -* o(u)(Çx) is linear and invariants of the

form uk as above span S (g)Q, as X ranges over 0. Thus we only need to

calculate the commutators

[a(uk)(Cx),Y(C2)]

for k = 2,3,... .
Fix X eg. It is convenient to introduce the exponential generating function

for the invariants uk obtained from powers of *. Let t be a formal variable,

and define
( 00     k

u(t)= / elXS dg = YJy^k-

JG k=0

We view u(t) as a formal series in ; with coefficients in S(g) , as in §1.2.

Consider the operator

(2) a(u(t))(Q= [:e'XS(i):dg,
Jg
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on M. By the remarks made earlier, the integral on the right side of (2) exists

as the formal sum of its ¿-homogeneous components and obviously commutes

with the action of 0 on M.

Our first goal is to determine the general form of the commutator of Y(Ç2)

with the normal-ordered exponential appearing in the integrand in (2), when

Y eg. For this we will need a polarized version of the commutation relations

in 0. Decompose the delta function ô(Q = ô+(Q + Ô_(Ç) , where

¿+(C) = ££\      ô_(0 = £ £".
n>0 «<0

Let ô{k)(Q = (d/dÇ)kô(0 with a similar meaning for 3^(0 .

Lemma 3.1. Let X ,Y eg. Then

(3) [*±(£,), y(£2)] = ¿±(£,/£2)[*, 7](£2) + (DS±)(CX/C2)B(X, Y)c.

Furthermore, for n>2 one has

(4) (adX±(Cx))n(Y(C2)) = j|^74"-l)(£1/£2)((ad*)"(y))(£2).

Proof. Equation (3) follows directly from equation (3) of §2.1. Taking another

commutator and using the fact that c is central, we get

(ad*±(£1))V(£2)=á±(£1/£2)2((ad*)2y)(£2) + (Z)á)±(£1/£2)5(*,[*,r])C.

But B(X, [*, Y]) = -B([X, *], Y) = 0, so the c-term vanishes. Iterating this

calculation, we find that

(5) (ad*±(£,))"r(£2) =¿±(£,/£2)"((ad*)"(F))(£2)

for n > 2. Now observe that S+(Q = (1 - £)"' in C[[£]], so

S+(On = (l-Cr" = (l/(n-l)\)S[n)(Q

in QIC]]. Similarly, S_(Q = £"'(1 - £" V in C[[C-1]], so

S_(Q" = (C-l)'" = ((-I)"~7(n - Win)(£)

in C[[£~ ]]. Using these formulas in (5), we obtain (4).   D

We can now obtain a preliminary version of the commutator formula.

Proposition 3.2. Let X, Y e g. Then on any module in the category SF,

(6) [: etX(M :, y(£2)] = c(Z)á)(£,/£2)5(í*, Y) : e'm) :

u j V^ — "('V^Hadi*)" I   /x_(C)       s.jx+(C)
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Proof. Let R,S,T be noncommuting variables in a free associative algebra.

Then one has the formal identity

(7) [e*es, T] = e*{esTe~s - e~RTeR}es

R,  adSrr        -ad.R_,   S
= e {e     T-e        T}e

= eR\y^^((adS)"T-(-adR)nT)
[n>i   ■

s
e ,

D

where e    is defined by the formal exponential series and ad R(T) = RT -TR.

To obtain (6), we write : etX{M:  = etX-(MetX+&) by formula (6) of §2.2.

Then we specialize (7) with R = tX_(C{), S = tX+(Çx), and T = Y~(£2), and
use Lemma 3.1.   D

We can use ¿-function identities to simplify (6). Suppose

*Xd>i2)= £ amncTd
m.neZ

is in M{CX, £2} . We say that F is supported on a set 5 c Z2 if amn = 0 when

(m,n) <£ S. For example, if * € 0, T(£) e Hom^Af,M{Q), and v e M,

then

(8) F(Cx,C2) = etX-{Cl)T(i:2)etX+{i:i)v

is supported on a quadrant {m < r and n < r} for some integer r (depending

on the vector v ).

Lemma 3.3. Let F e Af(£(, £2) and suppose that F is supported on a quadrant

{(m,n): m <r and n < r}. Then

(9) ¿(£1/£2)JF(£1,£2) = ¿(£,/£2)F(£1,£1),

(10) S'iCJÇJF^ , £2) = £)á(£1/£2)JF(£,, £,) + ¿(£,/£2)(F + D2F)(ÇX, £,).

For any positive integer k, 3{ )(£1/£2)/r(£,, £2) is in the linear span of

D"o(t;x/t;2)Dq2F(i;x,i;x)

with p + q <k. Here D2 = £2d/dÇ2.

Proof (cf.  [L-W, Proposition 3.9]). We use the notation (x)[n] to denote the

falling factorial
(*)[„] = *(*- l)--(x-n+l)

for «eN and x e C, with the convention that (x)[0] = 1. We have

<5W(£1/£2)F(£1,£2)=   £   [z^ + J^J^A^nC^
m,nez (jez )

m,nez (jez I
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Here we have interchanged the order of summation and made an index shift

j —y j' + n. Using the same argument as in Lemma 2.2, we check that these

manipulations are justified at the formal series level because of the support

condition on the coefficients {amn} . Taking k = 0 and k = 1 in this formula

then yields (9) and (10).

In general we can expand the falling factorial

(k + n + j)[k] = (k + n + j)(k - 1 + n + ;')••• (1 + n + j)

' =  £  Ck(p,q)fn"
p+q<k

where the coefficients Ck(p ,q) are products of binomial coefficients and Stirling

numbers of the first kind. Substituting this in the previous formula, we obtain

(ii)     /'(c/yffcc^ £ ck(P,q)Dpô(i:x/t:2)Dg2F(i:x,i:x)
p+q<k

as claimed in the lemma.   D

Now we apply Lemma 3.3 to F(CX, £2) given in (8), noting that

(D¡F)(CX, £,) = elX-(MDqT(QetX+{Mv .

Using this in the commutator formula (6) with T(Q = F(£), we obtain the

following:

Corollary 3.4. Let X, Y e g. Then

(12) [: etX{M :, 7(£2)] = c(DS)(Cx/C2)B(tX, Y) : e'X{M :

+ (adí*)á(£1/£2y'X-(í,)r(£1)e(X+(í,)

+ ^^6(rx,r2)e^\(D+l)Y(Q}e'x^

+ R3(tX,Y)(Çx,Ç2),

where R3(tX, y)(£1, £2) is a formal linear combination of terms of the form

(13) ím+p+í(ad*)w(D7<5)(£1/£2)*_(£1)Vy(£1)*+(£1),?

with m>3, j + k <m- I, and p, q > 0. For fixed degree m+p + q in t,

only a finite number of such terms occur.

3.2. Symmetrization identities. The next step in analyzing the commutator for-

mula (12) of §3.1 is to express the operator etX-{!:)Y(Z)etX+{i:) in "symmetrized"

form. For this we split Y(Q = Y+(Ç) + Y_(£) and use the following result:

Lemma 3.5. Let X, Y e g. Then

(1) (ad*±(£))"7±(£)=:(±ad*)"Ln;K±(0.
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Here the ± signs are taken the same in all terms and Ln  is the nth  order

differential operator

_(D + n)(D + n-l)--(D+l)
-=(D:")= n\

where D = £«9/<9£.

Proof. We may calculate the commutation relations in the loop algebra, since

no c-terms arise. Note that

*+(£) = *®(l-£z)-1

in 0®C[[z,£]]. Thus

(2) (adX+(Q)nY+(Q = (adX)nY®(\-tz)-"-X.

Now we use the binominal expansion to write

(3) Y ® (1 - £z)-"-' = £ i'"- l)(-QkY(k).

k=oy '

We can write the negative binomial coefficient in (3) as

(-YV-(*:")■
Thus from (2) and (3) we have

(ad*+(£))"y+(£) = (ad*)" j ¿ ^ + ")i*r(fc)| ,

which is formula (1) in the (+) case.

The proof of the (-) case is similar, using the formula

*_(£) = *®(£z)-1(l-(£zrV

in 0 (8> C[[z_1, £-1]]. We leave the details to the reader,   a

Let the Bernoulli numbers bn be defined by the expansion

oo n

-?—\ = Ljbn-nl-
n=0

We have the following symmetrization identity, where the differential operator

Ln is as in Lemma 3.5 and the symmetrization operator a is defined as in

formula (4) of §2.3:

Proposition 3.6. Let X, Y e g. Then

OO      I

(4) ^-(«y(C)e'Jf+(C, = 5:^a(^(C,,(adi*)"Llly(C)).
n=0     '
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Proof. Let x and y generate a free associative algebra. Then one has the

formal symmetrization identities

OO (   A      \n

(5) yex = Y,bn^£-Syrnrn(yex),

n=0

(6) e*y = f^bnk^Lsymrn(yex)
n=0

(cf. [Goo, Chapter 2, §2.1]). Splitting Y(Q = Y+(Q + Y_(Q, we write the
left side of (4) as the sum of two terms. For the term involving Y+(Q, we

apply identity (5) with the specializations x -» tX+(Q and y -> Y+(Q and we

use Lemma 3.5 to evaluate the commutators. Similarly, for the term involving

y_(£) we apply identity (6) with the specializations x —► /*_(£) and y —►

y_(£) • We can then combine the terms using formula (4) of §2.3 and noting

that * commutes with *±(£).   ü

Using the values b0 = 1, bx = -\ of the Bernoulli numbers and the formula

Lx = D + 1, we can write (4) as follows.

Corollary 3.7. Let X ,Y eg. Then

(7) e'X-{i)Y(OelX^ = a(etXY)(Q - ^e'X-iQ{(D+ l)Y(Q}e'X^

+ S(tX,Y)(C).

Here the remainder S(tX, Y)(Q is a formal linear sum of terms

tnSn(X,Y)(Q

with n>2. Furthermore, Sn(X ,Y)(Q is a finite linear combination of terms

of the form

(8) X_(Qp{(adX)mDJY(Q}X+(Qq,

where m>2,j<m, and p + m + q = n .

3.3. Exponential commutator formula. We now apply Corollary 3.7 to the com-

mutator formula (12) in Corollary 3.4. After cancellations we find that the

linear and quadratic terms in * are in the image of the map a: S(g) —►

Hom(Af ,M{Q). Furthermore, all the higher-order terms in * involve

(ad*)w for m > 3 , as follows:

Proposition 3.8. Let X, Y e g. Then

(1)     [:^(il):,y(£2)]

= (DÔ)(Çx/Ç2){cB(tX,Y)a(e'A)(Çx) + {G(e'A(adtXÏY)(i;x)}

+ ô(Cx/Ç2)a(e'X(adtX)Y)(i:x) + R(tX,Y)(Cx,C2).
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Here the remainder R(tX, y)(£,, £2) is a formal sum of operators homogeneous

of degree n>3 in t. Each of these homogeneous components is a finite linear

combination of terms of the form

(2) í"Z)'¿(£1/£2)*_(£1)p(ad*)wJDJy(£1)*+(£1)?

where m>3, i + j < m — 1, and p + m + q = n.

Remark. The key property of the remainder terms (2) is that they all involve

(ad*)m(y) for m > 3.

Proof. Let us call a formal linear combination of terms of the form (2) an

acceptable remainder if the exponent m of ad* is > 3, / + j < m - 1, and

there is only a finite number of terms with a given total degree p + m + q in

*. By Corollary 3.7 we have

(adr*)¿(£1/£2yx-(Cl)y(£1)^+(íl) = ô(Çx/Ç2)<j(e'x(adtX)Y)(i;x)

- ^)-S(Cx/C2)e'X-^{(D+ l)Y(Cx)}e'^M

plus an acceptable remainder. Substituting this in the right side of formula (12)

of §3.1, we obtain (1).   D

3.4. Commutator formula for Sugawara fields. We can now state our first main

result. We assume that 0 is simple and B is the Killing form.

Theorem 3.9 (Generating function version of commutator formula). Let X, Y

e g. Then on any module in the category &,

'f:e'Xg^:dg,Y(C2)
Jg

(1) = (c + i)(XM)(C,/C2)ff (JetX'B(tXg,Y)dg) (£,)

+ <D(i*,y)(£1,£2).

Here the remainder <S>(tX, Y)(ÇX, £2) is a formal sum of operators homogeneous

of degree n>3 in t. The coefficient of t" in <P(i*, Y)(ÇX ,£2) is a finite linear

combination of operators of the form

(2) o'¿(£1/£2) / *f (Çx)P(adXg)mDjY(t;x)Xg+(t;x)qdg,
JG

where m>3, i + j < m - 1, and p + m + q = n.

Proof. We replace * by Xs in formula (1) of §3.3 and integrate over G. By

Corollary 1.4, the integral involving ad** vanishes. We apply formula (9) of

§1.2 to the integral involving (ad**)2 and combine terms to obtain (1).   □

Corollary 3.10. Let QeS2(g)G correspond to the Killing form. Then for Y eg,

(3) [<x«2)(£,), y(£2)] = (2c + l)(DJ)(£,/£2)y(£1).
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Proof. Taking the quadratic terms in t in identity (1) and applying equation

(4) of §1.2, we obtain

(4) /:**(£,): 2dg,Y(Q
JG

B^^l(2c+l)(DS)(Cx/C2)Y(Cx).

On the other hand, since 0 is simple, we know by Schur's lemma that

L(Xg)2dg = a(X)Q

for some scalar a(X). Applying the operator Vy to both sides of this equation

and using formula (4) of §1.2, we find that a(X) = £(*,*)/dim0. Thus (3)

follows from (4).   D

Let Tn e Hom(Af ,M) be the coefficient of £" in a(Q)(Q . These operators

are the well-known quadratic Sugawara operators (cf. [G-W3, Lemma 2.1],

where the name "shifted Casimir operators" is used). If we write out the formal

series (3) in £¡"£2 and equate corresponding terms on each side, we obtain the

following commutation relations.

Corollary 3.11. Let Y e g. Then for all m, n e Z

(5) [Y(m),Tn] = m(2c+l)Y(m + n)

on any module in the category !?~.

For a general Sugawara field a(u)(Ç), we have the following commutation

relations with the current fields.

Corollary 3.12 (Homogeneous version of commutator formula). LetueS (g) .

Then for Y eg,

(6) [a(u)(Çx), y(£2)] = (c + I)(Z)á)(£1/£2)<j(VrM)(£I) + R(u, Y)(CX, £2)

on any module in the category SF. Here the remainder R(u, Y) is a finite linear

combination of operators of the form (2), with X running over a finite subset of

0, m >3, i + j < m - 1, and p + m + q = n .

Proof. Equating terms homogeneous of degree n in t from formula (1), we

obtain formula (6) for invariants of the form

(7) u=[(Xg)"dg
JG

with * e 0. Let {*;} be a basis of 0, and define En to be the set of elements

X) &,*,, with 0 < ki < n integers. Then any polynomial of degree n on 0

that vanishes on En must be identically zero. Hence the finite set {*" : * e

Sn} spans Sn(g). It follows that invariants of the form (7), with X e En,

span Sn(g)G. Hence formula (6), with the remainder as stated, is true for any

invariant.   D
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4. Restricted Sugawara fields

4.1. Invariants arising in the commutation formula. We now assume that 0 is

simple and take B to be the Killing form. Let M be a module in the category

SF. When M is an irreducible highest-weight module on which c + \ ■£ 0,

the quadratic Sugawara operators {Tn} in Corollary 3.11 can be normalized to

furnish a representation of the Virasoro algebra on M [G-W3, Lemma 2.2].

On the other hand, when c + 5 = 0 on M then the operators Tn commute

with the action of 0 on the module. We now study this phenomenon in general.

Definition. Let u e S(g) . Then er(w)(£) is a restricted Sugawara field if on

all modules in the category, y

(1) [a(M)(£,),y(£2)] = (c+i)(JDá)(£1/£2MVyM)(£1)

for all Y eg. (Here £, and £2 are formal variables.)

Suppose a(«)(£) is a restricted Sugawara field and M is a module in the

category & on which c + (j) = 0. Then the £-homogeneous components of

a(u)(Q commute with the action of 0 on M, by Lemma 2.1, and will be called

Sugawara operators.

The quadratic invariant Q associated with the Killing form defines a re-

stricted Sugawara field, by Corollary 3.10. For a general invariant u, the op-

erator er(«)(£) is a restricted Sugawara field if and only if the remainder term

R(u, y)(£1 ,£2) described in Corollary 3.12 vanishes on all modules M in the

category SF. We shall analyze this remainder using information about the

(/-invariants in the tensor algebra of 0. For this, we introduce the following

maps.

Given *, y e 0 and nonnegative integers p,m ,q , we define

(2) Tpmq(X,Y)= ¡(Xgfp®(adXg)mY®(Xgfqdg.
J G

Observe that for * e g fixed, Y -> Tpmq(X, Y) is in HomG(0, ®p+q+x g). We

define a linear map

(3) <*>pmí¡ : ®p+<!+x „ _ Hom(M, M{Q)

by setting

<t>pmq(xx ® • • • ® *" ® y ® xp+x ® • ■ • ® xp+q)(Q

= *!(£)••• Xp_(Q{DmY(0}XP+'(£) • • ■ *f?(£)

for elements *', Y e g.

Suppose u e S(g)G is homogeneous of degree n . Then the remainder term

R(u,Y)(Çx,Ç2) in the commutation formula in Corollary 3.12 can be written

as a finite linear combination of terms of the form

(4) ^(C1/C2)op.?(rpm?(*,y))(£1)

with X eg and the integers p ,m,q satisfying m > 3 and p + m + q = n . So

the possible remainder terms are restricted by the possible maps T     (X ,Y).
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•j f~<

Theorem 4.1. (a) Let u e S (g)   . Then o(u)(Ç) is a restricted Sugawara field.

(b) Let cû: S(g) —►  U(g)  be the canonical symmetrization map, and let

X : U(g)    —► C be the infinitesimal character of the adjoint representation on

0. If ueS (g)    satisfies

(5) *(«(«)) = 0

then a(u)(Ç) is a restricted Sugawara field.

Proof. For invariants Of degree 3, all the remainder terms of the form (4) in-

volve the map T0 3 0(*, Y). But this map vanishes by Proposition 1.7. Hence

part (a) of the theorem is proved.

To prove part (b), we first prove that

(6) Tpmq(X,Y) = y(X)Tpmq(Y)

when p + m + q = 4 and m > 3, where y(X) = trfl((ad*)4)/dimg and

T     (Y) does not depend on *. There are two cases to consider.

Case 1.   m = 4 and p = q = 0. Since g is simple, Schur's lemma immediately

implies that T04ß(X ,Y) = y(X)Y.

Case 2.  m = 3. We have

r130(*,y) + r031(*,y)= ¡ (adxg)\xg ®Y + Y®xg}dg.
Jg

This vanishes by Proposition 1.7, however, since the integrand is a symmetric

tensor. On the other hand,

(7) Tx j 0(*, Y) - T0 j ,(*, Y) = 2 [ Xg A (adX^Ydg'  ' JG

where A denotes the product in the exterior algebra of 0. Hence the map

Y-+Tl3fi(X,Y)-T0¿A(X,Y)

is in HomG(0, A fl) • We now use the following general fact:

Lemma 4.2. Let {Z(} be an orthonormal basis for g relative to the form B.

Then dimHomG(0, /\ g) = 1 with basis the map

(8) /(y) = 5>(y,[z,.,z.])z.AZr
i<j

Proof. See §A.2.

We can now finish the proof of (6) in Case 2. By the remarks above it suffices

to consider the map (7), which we can write as ß(X)J(Y) for some ß(X) e C

by Lemma 4.2. Hence we only need to show that ß(X) is proportional to

trg((ad*)4). We observe that

(/(y),z,.AZ.) = i5(y,[z,.,z.])
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for all y e g. Taking the inner product of the right side of (7) with Z; A Z

and comparing terms with (8), we calculate that

(9) ß(X)[Zi,Zj] = 2 f {B(X8 ,Zj)(adXg)3Zi - 5(**,Z,.)(ad**)3Z.}^.
J G

Now we take the inner product of both sides of (9) with [Z., Z ] and sum over

i, j. Since £XadZ;)  = 1, we obtain the formula

/?(*)dimg = 4£ i B(Xg^^((adX'fz^lZ^Z^dg
i,j JG

= 4Wi?((ad**)4Z,.,Z/.)¿¿r
i   Jg

= 4trg((ad*)4).

This completes the proof of (6).

We now complete the proof of part (b) of the theorem. Since the symmetriza-

tion map o) satisfies œ(X ) = co(X) for * e g and intertwines the adjoint

action of G on 5(0) and U(g), we can write

y(X) = x(co(I(X4)))

where /(*") is the projection of *" onto the invariants, given by formula (2)

of §1.1. Thus by using (6) in (4), we can write the remainder term as

(10) R(u,Y)(Cx,i:2) = X(co(u))T(Y)(Cx,C2).

Here T(Y)((X, £2) is a finite sum of operators of the form

(JD'¿)(£1/£2)r,(y)(£1)

with T¡(Y)(Q € Homoo(A/, M{Q) and depending linearly on Y . In particular,

if u satisfies (5), then the remainder vanishes, and hence er(«)(£) is a restricted

Sugawara field.   G

Remark. We have calculated an explicit formula for the operator T(Y)(ÇX, £2)

in (10), but it would serve no purpose to give it here. The important point is

that T(Y)(ÇX, £2) does not depend on u.

Corollary 4.3. Let Q e S (g) correspond to the Killing form. Given u e

S\g)G,set

u = u - x(oj(u))Q .

Then a(u#)(Q is a restricted Sugawara field.

Proof. If n is any irreducible finite-dimensional representation of g, then

n(co(Q2)) = n(co(Q))2

as we verify by writing Q symmetrically in terms of a root basis and evalu-

ating the operators on the highest-weight vector. Taking n to be the adjoint

representation, in which the Casimir operator co(Q) acts by 1, we conclude that

X(co(Q2)) = l.
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It follows that x(u*) = 0, so we may apply part (b) of Theorem 4.1.   D

We now consider the invariants of the special form

(11) uk=[(Xg)kdg
JG

for leg. We shall show that o(uk)(Q is a restricted Sugawara field if * lies

in the zero variety of certain (/-invariant polynomials on g. To describe this

variety, we need some more notation.

Let {Z(} be an orthonormal basis for 0 relative to the form B. For leg

and m , r nonnegative integers, define

dim g    .

(12) Smr(X)= Y, / Zi®(adXg)mZi®(Xgfrdg.
1=1 Jg

Let k > 3 be an integer and define ¿%   to be the linear span of the polynomials

* - (Smr(X) ,J),    for m > 3, m + r = k,

as / ranges over the (/-invariants in ®r+20*. It is clear that 3lk c Sk(g*)°.

Example. We have ^ = 0 and 31 consisting of multiples of the polynomial

tr ((ad*)4). (This follows from the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.4.)

Theorem 4.4. Let Xeg and define uk in terms of X by equation (11). Sup-

pose X satisfies the equations

(13) f(X) = 0   forallfemk.

Then a(uk)(Q is a restricted Sugawara field.

Proof. By Corollary 3.10 and part (a) of Theorem 4.1, we only need to consider

the case k > 4. From Corollary 3.12 and equation (4), we have the following

sufficient condition for the restricted Sugawara commutation property:

(a)        Suppose Tpmq(X, Y) = 0 for all y G 0 and all integers m > 3 ,

p > 0 , and q > 0 with p + m + q = k. Then a(uk)(Q is a

restricted Sugawara field.

We next express the vanishing of T     (X ,Y) for all  Y e g in terms of

orthogonality relations in the tensor algebra of 0.   Extend the form B to a

nondegenerate bilinear form (•,•) on ®ng and define S     (X) e ®p+q+2g as

follows: Given W(, Y, Z in 0, let

OW*), Y ® Wx ® • • • ® Wp ® Z ® Wp+X ® • • • ® Wp+q)

= {Tpmq(X,Y),Wx®-..®Wp®Z®Wp+x®.--®Wp+q).

From equation (2) we see that

(14)      (spmq(X), y ® wx ® ■ ■ ■ ® wp ® z ® wp+x ® • • • ® wp+q)

- JGB((adXg)mY,Z)V^B(Xg,Wj)\dg.
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Fix positive integers k > m > 3 and set r = k - m . Let * e g. We claim

that the following conditions (b) and (c) are equivalent:

Chi      Tpmq(X, Y) = 0 for all y € g and all nonnegative integers p , q

with p + q — r.

íc\      For every (7-invariant tensor / e <g)r+2 g* one has (S0mr(X), J)
= 0.

To prove this equivalence, we observe that condition (b) is the same as the

vanishing of Spmq(X) for all p, q with p + q - r. But by formula (14),

Spmq(X) = 0 for all p, q with p+-q = r if and only if S0mr(X) = 0. In

particular, condition (b) implies condition (c). For the converse, suppose (c)

holds. We observe from (14) that S0mr(X) is invariant under the action of G

on (g)r+ g. Since the (/-invariants in ®r+2 g* are nonsingularly paired with

the (/-invariants in ®r+2 g, it follows that S0mr(X) = 0. Hence (b) holds.

Let {ZJ be an orthonormal basis for g relative to the form B. Then

{Z( ® • • • ® Z. } is an orthonormal basis for 0P g. Using equation (14) to

expand S0mr(X) relative to this basis, we find that Smr(X) = S0mr(X). The

theorem now follows from (a) and the equivalence of (b) and (c).   D

4.2. Commutator invariants for SU(«). Throughout this section we take g =

sl„(C) and G = SU(«). We shall use classical invariant theory to determine

an explicit basis for the subspace ¿% of (/-invariant polynomials on g that

occurs in Theorem 4.4.

Let Mn(C) be the associative algebra of n x n complex matrices. Let ~Lp

denote the symmetric group on p letters. Given a e S  , let yx, y2 , ... , yq be

the disjoint cycles of a and define Ja e ®P Afn(C)* by

(1) (Jo,Yx®-..®Yp) = f[trc„(Y[v¡]).
i=i

Here we set Y. , = Y, Y, ■ ■ ■ Y.  if yi is the cycle (jxj2 •••js), the product being

taken in Mn(C). We let g e GLn(C) act on ®p Mn(C) by

(y, ® • • • ® Yp)g = g'x Yxg ® • ■ • ® g-\g.

It is obvious that Ja is invariant under the transpose of this action.

Lemma 4.5. The space of G-invariants in ®p 0* is spanned by the restrictions

to ®p 0 of the elements {Ja: o elp}.

Proof. Let n: Mn(C) -* g be the projection

7t(y) = y-trc„(y)/.

Then n(Y)g = n(Yg). Hence if J is a (7-invariant in <g)p g*, then (nfpJ

is a GLn(C)-invariant in ®p Mn(C)*. Thus the restriction map on invari-

ants is surjective.  So it suffices to know that the space of GLn (C)-invariants
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in 0pAfn(C)* is spanned by {Ja: a e I }. This "fundamental theorem of

invariant theory" is a consequence of the following properties:

(a) Let 7 € %p Mn(Q) = End^C"). Then J is invariant under GL„(C)

if and only if the action of J on %p C" commutes with the action of GLn(C).

(b) The commutant of the representation of GLn(C) on ®p Cn is spanned

by the permutation operators

for a ranging over X   [Wey, Chapter 4].

To complete the proof, take ita in property (b) and let Ja be the element of

0pA/n(C)* defined by na via the trace form. Then one calculates that Ja is

given by formula (1) (cf. [Mur, equation 3.22]).   D

Lemma 4.6. Let X e g and let m > 3, r > 0, with m + r > 4. Suppose

a e "Lr+2. One of the following occurs:

Case 1. Suppose 1 and 2 are in disjoint cycles of a. Then

(2) (Ja,Smr(X))=:0.

Case 2. Suppose 1 and 2 are in the same cycle of a, and suppose a has cycle

decomposition y, • • • y , enumerated so that 1 and 2 are in the cycle yx. Let

k¡ be the length of the cycle yi. Then

(3) (Ja,Smr(X)) = trMn(C)(L(X)a(adX)mR(X)b)f[trCn(Xkl)
i=2

where a, b are nonnegative integers with a + b + 2 = kx. Here L(X) (resp.

R(X)) denotes the action of left (resp. right) multiplication by X on Mn(C).

Proof. It is more convenient to use the invariant form

z?(*,y) = trc„(*y)

which is proportional to the Killing form. This has the effect of multiplying

Smr(X) by a nonzero constant. Since we are only interesting in the vanishing

of Smr(X), we shall abuse notation and use formula (12) of §4.1 with a B-

orthonormal basis Zx, ... ,Zd for 0 (d - n - 1). We set ZQ = n In.

Then {Z(: /' = 0, ... ,d} is an orthonormal basis for Mn(C) relative to B.

Since (ad*)Z0 = 0 for * e 0, the summation in formula (12) of §4.1 can

include / = 0 provided m > 1. This will allow us to use the associative

algebra structure on Mn(C) in our calculations involving Smr(X). Set

d

T(X) = J2 Zi: ® (ad*)mZ. ® (Xf.
7=0

Then Smr(X) is obtained by integrating the function g —* T(Xg) over G, by

the remarks just made.
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Suppose now we are in the situation of Case 1. Then by (1) we have

d

(4) (Ja, T(X)) = £trc„(Z,.*a)trc„(*6(ad*)mZ,.)/>(*),

i=0

where a and b are nonnegative integers and P(X) is a product of factors of

the form trc„ (* ). We observe that the sum over i in (4) gives the expansion

of the element Xa in Mn(C). Hence

(Ja, T(X)) = trCn(Xb(adX)mXa)P(X) = 0.

Since X eg was arbitrary, this same equation holds with * replaced by Xs ,

for geG. Integrating over G, we obtain (2).

Now suppose we are in the situation of Case 2.   Write the cycle yx  =

(lix ■ ■ ■ ia2jx ■ ■ ■ jb). Then by formula (1) we have

d q

(Ja , T(X)) = ^trc„(Z,*a(ad*)mZ;*6) ntrc„(*"0 .
1=0 ;=2

But the sum over i gives the trace of the operator L(X)a(ad X)mR(X) on

Mn (C). Since * e 0 was arbitrary, this same equation holds with * replaced

by Xs, for geG. Integrating over G and using the (7-invariance of the

traces, we obtain (3).   D

Define (/-invariant polynomials sk on 0 by

sk(X) = trCn(Xk)

for k = 0,1,2, ... . One has s0 = n and sx = 0. The polynomials s2, ...',sn

are algebraically independent generators for the ring of (7-invariant polynomials

on 0. We denote by í? the set of all sequences p = (px,p2, ...) of nonnegative

integers such that pi = 0 for all sufficiently large i. Given p e ¿P , we set

00

1=1

Since all but a finite number of factors in the product are 1, / is a polynomial

on 0 of degree
n

w(p) = Y,ipi-
i=i

Since sx = 0, we see that if px / 0 then sp = 0.

We define

&>k = {pe&>: w(p) = k},

&>n k = {pe3°k: p¡ = 0 for i = 1 and /' > «}.

The polynomials
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are then a basis for the (/-invariant polynomials of degree k on g, for k > 2.

We note for use in §4.3 that each p e 3°k corresponds to a partition

k = mx+ m2-\-

with m  = i for p{ values of j . (This partition is also denoted by \P{2Pl ■■■ .)

One has

sf = í   s    ■ ■ ■.
m\  mi

For integers u > 4 and 0 < q < u - 3, define

(5) Puq - Su-qSq ~ ^Su-q-lSq+l + ^Su-q-2Sq+2 ~ Su-q-3Sq+3 "

Because sx = 0, we have

Pub = SuS0 + ^Su-2S2 ~ Su-3S3 '

ß i = —3s   -,s-, + 3s   ,j, — s    .sA."u\ 11-22  '       u-3 3        H-4 4

Note that ßuq is a homogeneous polynomial of degree u on g. Since

£    =-ßruq r'u.u—q—i

we may restrict q to the range 0 < q < (u - 3)/2.

Lemma 4.7. Let k >4. Then the space 31   is spanned by the polynomials

s"ßruq

where u>4, 0<q <(u- 3)/2, pe3°nr, and r + u = k.

Proof. Define

<*abJx) = trMn{C)(L(X)a(adX)mR(X)b)

for leg. Then aabm is an invariant polynomial of degree a + b + m on g.
k

By Lemma 4.6 âl   is spanned by the polynomials of the form

(6) aabmSmi ■ ■ ■ Sm>

that are homogeneous of degree k, where m > 3 . Since

(ad*)w = (L(X)-R(X))(adX)m~x

we have the recursion

aabm = aa+\,b,m-l

Thus it suffices to take m = 3 in (6). Futhermore, since

by equation (6) of §1.2, it suffices to take a + b > 1 in (6).

Finally, we can express aa b 3 in terms of ßuq by using the relation

(7) trMri{C](L(X)aR(X)b) = trCn(Xa)trc„(Xb).
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Expanding (ad*)3 = (L(X) - R(X)f and using (7), we find that

aa,b,3 = ßuq

with u = 3 + a + b and q = b . Since we may assume a + b > 1, we have

u > 4.   D

Let u > 4 be an integer. Define

(8) fuq = (Q- 1)(« - Q - l)s0su + (u- l)sqsu_q .

Note that fu 0 = fu , = 0 and f = fu u_q , so we may restrict q to the range

2 < q < u/2. We have the following "normal basis" for 31  :

Theorem 4.8. Let g = sln(C), with n > 4. For 4 < k < n the space 32 has

basis

(9) {s"fuq:4<u<k,2<q<u/2, and p e 3Bn k_J .

Proof. Let 4 < u < n . Define

Fu = span{/u?:2<<7<M/2}.

Because the polynomials {sk: 2 < k < n} are algebraically independent, it is

clear from the formula for / that the set {f : 2 < q < u/2} is linearly

independent. Hence dim Vu — \nt(u/2) - 1, where Int(x) denotes the integer

part of a real number x . Define

Wu = soan{ßuq:Q<q<(u-3)l2}.

Since

(u - 1)pM9 = /„, _ 3fu q+x + 3fuq+2 - fu q+3

for 0 < q < (u - 3)/2, we have WucVu.

We next prove that the set

(10) {ßuq:0<q<(u-3)/2}

is linearly independent. We first observe that the variable su appears only in

ßu0 . Hence in any linear relation among the polynomials in (10), the coefficient

of ßuQ must be zero. Since the set (10) has Int(«/2) - 1 elements, it thus

suffices to prove that

E = span{ßuq: 1 < q < (u - 3)/2}

has dimension Int(w/2) - 2. Set £ = s su_ and m = Int(«/2). Then the

subspace E is contained in

F — span{£ : 2 < q < m}.

Since dim F = m - 1, it will suffice to prove the following:

W {ßuq '■ 1 - Q - m ~ 2}   is linearly independent modulo C£m .
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To prove assertion (I), suppose we have a relation

m-2

(ii) £v^ = °    modccm.
q=\

Expressing ß     in terms of {£r} in equation (11) and comparing coefficients

of £r, we find that the coefficients c   satisfy the system of m - 1 equations

0 = -3cx +c2,

0 = 3cx - 3c2 + ci,

0 = -cx + 3c2 - 3c3 + c4,

0 — —c    * + 3c    a — 3c    ,+c    ,,m-5 m—4 m—3        m—2 '

0 = —c    . + 3c    y — 4c    ,.m-4  '       m-3 m-2

Here the coefficient -4 appears in the last equation because of the relation

£m+1 = £m . The first m - 3 equations imply that

cq = \q(q+\)cx>    for2<q<m-2.

Substituting this formula in the last equation, we find that

-c,(m-l)2 = 0.

Since m > 2, this forces c, = 0. Hence c — 0 for all q , proving (I).

From (I) it follows that dim Wu = Int(w/2) - 1 = dim Vu . Hence WU = VU.

From this and Lemma 4.7 we conclude that the set (9) is a basis for 31  .   u

Corollary 4.9. Suppose X eg lies on the variety defined by the equations

(12) (Si/2s0)2 = (-s2/s0f,

(13) s2J/s0 = -(2j-iy(-s2/s0)j,

(14) s2j+\/so = 2'(V2í0)(-í2A0)7"'

for 2 < j < (n - l)/2, where s0 = n. Then for 4 < k < n one has f(X) = 0

for all f e3i  . Furthermore, if X is a point on this variety with

(15) í2(*)/s0 = í3(*)/250 = -l,

then for all p e 3>k one has

(16) U'jiXr* = H»)w IIW-1^-
y>2 j>2

Proof. If * satisfies equations ( 12)—(14), then a straightforward calculation

shows that fuq(X) = 0 for 4 < u < n and 0 < q < u. Hence /(*) = 0 for

all f e3ik by Theorem 4.8. If * also satisfies (15), then by (13) and (14) we
have

Sj(X) =-n(j - I)

for 2 < j < n . Hence (16) holds.   D
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4.3. Restricted Sugawara fields and basic invariants.

Definition. The affine algebra g has a complete set of restricted Sugawara fields

if there exists algebraically independent homogeneous generators w,, ... ,u¡ for

S(g) , such that <r(w()(£) is a restricted Sugawara field for i = I, ... ,1 (where

/ = rank(0)).

Theorem 4.10. Let g be a simple algebra of classical type. If rank(©) < 2 then

0 has a complete set of restricted Sugawara fields.

Proof. Since 0 is of classical type, the basic invariants for 0 have degrees at

most 4. The basic invariants of degree < 4 give restricted Sugawara fields by

Theorem 4.1(a). If g admits a degree 4 basic invariant u, we apply Corollary

4.3 to replace u by u , which is algebraically independent of the lower-order

basic invariants and gives a restricted Sugawara field.   G

For the remainder of this section we take 0 = sliI(C) and G = SU(n). The

ring of (/-invariants in S(g) is a polynomial ring on n - 1 generators. In this

section we construct a specific set of generators that furnish a complete set of

restricted Sugawara fields for 0.

Theorem 4.11. Let X eg. Assume that X satisfies equations (12)—(15) o/§4.2.

Set

uk= f(X8fdg.
JG

Then the following hold:
(i) a(uk)(C) is a restricted Sugawara field on every module in the category

9,for k = 2,... ,n.
(ii) u2, ... ,un are algebraically independent generators of S(g)   .

Part (i) of the theorem follows immediately from Corollary 4.9 and Theorem

4.4. The rest of this section will be devoted to the proof of part (ii) of the

theorem. We shall identify 5(0) and S(g*) as (7-modules using the trace form

B on C" , as in §4.2. The basic strategy is to express the invariants uk in terms

of the invariants sk using formulas of Frobenius and Harish-Chandra. For

this we must first recall some facts about the finite-dimensional holomorphic

representations of SL/!(C) (cf. [Wey]).

Let H c SLW (C) be the subgroup of diagonal matrices, and let f) be its Lie

algebra. Let A+ be the set of all

(1)        X = (mx,m2, ... ,mn)eNn,    with m, > m2 > • ■ ■ > mn > 0.

Each such X defines a dominant integral linear functional on the diagonal ma-

trices in gl„(C) by the formula

k(X) = mxxx H-h mnxn
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if * = diag(X[, ... ,xn). Let X\ De the character of the irreducible finite-

dimensional holomorphic representation of GL^(C) with highest weight a.

Then xx is a polynomial function on GLn(C), relative to the matrix coordi-

nates. Hence it extends to a polynomial function on Mn(C) and by restriction

gives a polynomial function on 0.

Let A++ be the set of all p - (px, ..., pn) e N" such that

px > fi2 > •• • > pn >0.

Define p = (n - I ,n-2,... ,1,0) e A++. If p e A++, then p = X + p, with

a e A+ . For a = (mx ,m2,...,mn) e A+, set

|A| = m, + . - + mn,       X\ = (mxl)--(mnl).

Let A+(k) = {X e A+: \X\ = k}. If X e A+(k), then ^ is a c7-invariant
polynomial function homogeneous of degree k on g.

Lemma 4.12. Let X eg. Then

"^ AeA+(fc)v      py

Tor /c= 1,2,... , where yn k is a nonzero constant not depending on X. Here

the left side of (2) is viewed as a polynomial function on g via the form B.

Proof. Given * = diag^ , ... , xn), we set

n(X) = H(xi-xj).
i<j

Say * is regular if n(X) ^ 0. It will suffice to prove the lemma for regular

X eh, since both sides of (2) are invariant polynomial functions of *. Let

W = ln, the symmetric group on n letters, acting on h by permuting the
coordinates. For w e W let e(w) be the sign of w. For regular elements

X ,Y eh, one has Harish-Chandra's orbital Fourier transform formula

Jg n(X)n(Y) ^

where t eC, r = n(n - l)/2 is the number of positive roots of (0, h), and y

is a nonzero constant depending only on n [Har]. Expanding both sides of (3)
k

and equating the coefficients of t , we obtain

(4,    i jf b{x> , rf dg = {k + r)^xw) E «»>*«»* - rT ■

Let * = diag(*!,...,xn) and Y = diagO^ ,... ,yn). For ß-(ß{,... ,pn)
e N", define

Afi(X) = det[xf%<iJ<n.
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Expanding B(wX, Y) +r by the multinomial formula, we obtain

(5) Y.i{w)B{wx,Y)k+r= £ VmÍK'
wew \n\=k+r"' i'=l

where the summation is over p e N" . Notice that Aß(X) = 0 if any of the

components of p are equal. If the components of p are distinct, then there

are a unique permutation w eW and a dominant integral X e A (k) so that

wp = X + p. We can thus write the right side of (5) as

1 Aw(*+P), v^ TT Jw(X+p))¡

(X + p)Vxeh+{k)wewK      Hh ;=i

Since Aß(X) = e(w)Aw,i(X), the sum over W of the products involving Y

gives ^+"(y). Hence

(6) ¿2e(w)B(wX,Y)k+r=   £   —i—^VM^r).

ui€W A€A+(/t) ^ ^'

By the Weyl character formula we have

(7) xk{X) = Ak+p(X)ln(X)

for * € 0 regular. (Recall that we have extended Xx from G to 0 using matrix

coordinates, and that in these coordinates the function n(X) is the same as the

Weyl denominator for G.) The lemma now follows from (4), (6), and (7), since
k k

the polynomial function on 0 corresponding to *   is Y —>B(Y,X)  .   D

We now recall the duality between the irreducible representations of the

symmetric group ~Lk and those of GLn(C) (cf. [Wey] and [Mur]). We as-

sume k < n . Given X = (mx , ... ,mn) e A+(k), we let Yk be the asso-

ciated Young diagram with ith row having mi boxes. Let x* be the char-

acter of the irreducible representation of Zk associated with the Young sym-

metrizer for Yk. For example, if X = (k,0, ... ,0), then x (w) = 1 • If

X = (1,1,... ,1,0, ... ,0), then x\w) = e(w).

Let p = (px,p2, ...) e 3>k be a partition of k. We denote by Cp the

conjugacy class in l.k consisting of all elements having pi cycles of length i.

(This class is often denoted by \Pt2P2 ■■ ■ in the literature.) We denote by Ck

the conjugacy class of elements having a single cycle of length k. For any

conjugacy class C in Z^ , we write x (O for the value of the character x on

the class C and Card(C) for the number of elements in C.

Lemma 4.13. Let X eg. Then for k = 2,3,... ,n one has

(8) f(Xg)kdg = Jk(X)sk       modCts,,...,^,,].
JG

Here

(9) Jk(x) = yn,k  £  ähYx\ck)Xll(X),
A€A+(*) V        Hh

where y  k is a nonzero constant not depending on X.
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Proof. Let X e A (k). By a formula of Frobenius [Wey, equation 7.19], one

has

(10) *A = ¿£Card(cV(CV.
" pe&k

The lemma follows by using (10) in the right side of (2) and observing that the

invariant sk only occurs in connection with the conjugacy class Ck .   D

Lemma 4.14. Let Xeg and suppose X satisfies equations (12)—(15) o/§4.2.

Then Jk(X) in Lemma 4.13 is a nonzero multiple of

(») £    ET^Card^ín^-lfl^C^V)
xeK(k)Pe¿?k y      Hh [i>2 J

for 2 < k < n.

Proof. Formula (11) follows immediately from (9), (10), and formula (16) of

§4.2.   D

Proof of Theorem 4.11 (ii). Recall that s2, ... ,sn are algebraically independent

generators for S(g) . Hence by Lemma 4.13 we only need to prove that the

leading coefficients Jk(X) ^ 0 for k = 2, ... ,«, because we can then re-

cursively express {sk} in terms of {uk}. If we denote the quantity (11) as

fk(n), then by Lemma 4.14 we are reduced to proving that fk(n) ^ 0 for

k = 2, ... ,n. This turns out to be remarkably difficult because of the exten-

sive cancellations that occur in the formula defining fk(n). We shall make a

detailed analysis of the terms in (11) and derive another formula for fk(n) in

which all the terms are of the same sign.

For 2 < k < n set

A0 = (fc,0,...,0)eA+(fc),

and for 1 < / < k - 1, let

(12) Xj = (k-j,l,...,l,0,...,0)eA+(k),

where 1 occurs as the second to the (j + 1 )th component of X,.   By [Mur,

equation 5.3] one knows that if A 6 A (k), then

(13) *(C*) = \0 otherwise.

For 0 < ;' < k - 1, define

(14)       ajÀ(n) = (-1/ ¿2 Card(Cp)(-n)lpl I Rd - if \ XÀj(Cp).
pe&k 11>2
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From (11) and (13) we see that

(15) /»(») = ¿7r4-h^^a'A"}-
We now proceed to prove that fk(n) ^ 0. This requires a rather lengthy

argument, because the terms on the right side of ( 15) are not all of the same

sign. Recall that X0 parametrizes the trivial representation of Xfc . Since

(16) Card(Cp) =
px\p2\-lPl2P2---

for p a partition of k, we can write equation (14) in the case j = 0 as

¿<w»>=En{^ (¥)"}■
pe&ki>2 K   "'      x '    '

Note in particular that a0 k(n) is a polynomial function of n and hence is

defined for any complex value of n .

We set a0 0(n) = 1 and form the generating function

°° xk

A(n,x) = J2jï<*o,k(n)
k=0     '

with |a: | < 1. From formula (17) we calculate that

^-i + ZIlpi"-^)"
>i>ly¡' \ Jpea" i> i

' n(l-i)xr
= Yl exp

= exp {4jh{-"P}
Thus we have

(18) ^(„)X) = (i_x)-«eXp|__^_J

for ]jc| < 1. Since A(-n,x)A(n,x) = 1, we obtain the orthogonality relation

(i9) £Q«o,,(-"K,.-i(") = o

for k > 1, because the left side of (19) is the coefficient of x /k\ in the series

expansion of A(-n, x)A(n, x).

In general, for 0 < j < k - 1  and p a partition of k, we have from

Proposition A. 4 in the appendix that

(20) (-i)V'(C)- £ (-i)Mnfr)-
0<w{q)<j i>2 Wi'
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The sum in (20) is over all q e 3° such that 0 < w(q) < j and qi < p¡ for

i — 1,2,... . Substituting (16) and (20) in ( 14) and rearranging terms, we find

by (17)that

(21) <*Jk(n) = ¿ Çl)<*oA-»)aojc-An)
1=0 v   '

for 0 < j < k - 1.
Next, we calculate the factorial term in fk(n) as follows:

(Xj + P)\ = (k-j + n-\)\(n-\)\(n-2)\---(n-j)\(n-j-2)\---\\

nn + k-j)"^
T(n-j)    l\{"    l)-

where T(x) is Euler's gamma function. By the integral formula for the beta

function, we have

• i

r<
Thus we can write

Qizi)_ = rW-/o,—<■-*,'-¿*.

<22> (A
1 1     /"'    n-J-l/i \*-l j- = —  IX            (1 — X)        OX .

, + />)!     Wo l        '

rn-l
where Af = (k - 1)! n,=i (" - 0' is positive and does not depend on j.

Now we substitute (21) and (22) in (15):

f*w = M-f i££ (ÎH/(-»)«m-/(»)*""'"1 1 ci -*)*"' rf*.
''O     ^;=0 ;=0   V   ' )

Interchanging the order of summation on /' and j and summing the resulting

finite geometric series, we find that

(23) fk(n) = ¿ /o' £ (^^(-"Hu-^Xl - **"V"*(l - x)k~2 dx.

Notice that because the factor (1 - x "') vanishes when /' = k, we may change

the upper limit of summation to k in formula (23). Having done this, we

can then replace the factor (1 - x "') by —x ~', because of the orthogonality

relation (19). Thus if we define

(24) bn,k(X) = £ ( ; )a0,;(-")a0,fc-,(")^~'
i=0 x   '

then we can write

(25) fk(n) = ~£ bnk(x)x"-k(\-x)k-2dx.
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We observe that the measure x"~~ (1 - x)k~2 dx in integral (25) is positive.

Hence to prove fk (n) / 0, it will suffice to prove that bn k (x) > 0 in 0 < x < 1.

We shall do this by finding a differential-difference equation satisfied by bn k(x).

Form the generating function

oo   fk

(26) *■('.*)-EiïW*)-
A;=0    '

From (24) we see that

Bn(t,x) = A(-n,t)A(n,tx).

Hence by formula ( 18) we .calculate that

(27) ^Bn(t,x) = --J^Bn(t,x).

But
j.

nt x -Y^/,     t\JJ-l
(28) 2=-nTi(j-l)tJxJ

(l-tx)2 j¿J

By multiplying the series (26) and (28), we find the coefficient of t ¡k\ in the

Taylor expansion of the right side of (27) to be

Ek\(k- i- 1)   fc-i-i,    ,  .
-*—a—~x     Kp)-

f=0

Thus we obtain the differential-difference equation

tta\ d u     i  \ -^kl(k-i-l)   fc-i-1,     ,   v

i'=0

Since bn 0(x) - 1 and bn k(\) = 0 for all k < n by (19), we conclude by (29)

and induction on k that

K *(*) > °   and   a-^n,fc(x) < °   for 0 < x < 1 and 2<k<n.

This completes the proof.   D

5. Sugawara operators and character formulas

5.1. Generalized Harish-Chandra homomorphism. Throughout this section we

assume that 0 is a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra over C, and we take

B to be the Killing form. We recall some notation from [Wal]. Fix h , a Cartan

subalgebra of 0, and let <P be the root system of 0 with respect to h. For

a e <P, we denote by 0Q the corresponding root space. Fix a system <P+ of

positive roots in <P. Let ax, ... ,a¡ be the set of simple roots in <P+ and let

ß denote the largest root. We set

n0 =   £  ßa > ÏÏ0 =   £  fl-o '
ae<J>+ a6<I>+
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Choose, for a e <I>, elements *Q e ga such that a([Xa, *_J) = 2. Put

ha = [Xa,X_a]. If we set, for i=l,...,l,

ei = xa¡>     fi = x-ai>     hi = K,'

e0 = X_ß(l),f0 = Xß(-l),   h0 = -hß + 2c/(ß,ß),

then we obtain a standard set of generators for the affine algebra g. Set

h = J2cK>     he = cd0®i,.
1=0

Let ô and p in (if)* be defined by ô(î)) = 0, ô(d0) = 1 and p(d0) = 0,
p(h,) = 1 for 1 = 0,1,...,/.

For a e (he)* let ga = {xe g: [H,x] = a(H)x for H eif). We denote by

A = {a t¿ 0: 0Q t¿ 0} the roots of 5e on §. Then

A = {a + «¿: ae$,«eZ}u{«¿: neZ-{0}},

where we extend aeO to if by a(c) = a(d0) — 0. We set

A¡ = {a + ná:ae$,n=l,2,...}UÍ>+,

A+ = {«á: «= 1,2,...}.

The system of positive roots for if is then A+ = A^uAj". We define subalgebras

n=£öa> °=£fl-a-
a€A+ a€A+

Then we have the triangular decomposition g  =x>®\f @n.

On the loop algebra g®C[z, z~ ] we put the nondegenerate invariant bilinear

form B(X ® z" ,Y ® zq) = Sp+q0B(X ,Y). We extend B to an invariant form

on g by setting B(c,c) = 0, B(dQ,dQ) = 0, and 5(c,¿0) = 1. The restriction

of this form to if is nondegenerate, and we write (•, •) for the dual form on

(6T •
Let (f be the category of all finitely generated g   modules M such that

(i) if acts semisimply on M ;
k

(ii) if me M then there exists a positive integer k such that n m = 0.

In particular, modules in (f satisfy the u-finiteness condition (1) of §2.2

and hence are in the category y. Given A e (i)e)*, we write CA for the

one-dimensional if © n module with if acting by A and n acting by 0. We

define

M(A) = U(ge) ®u{i)een) CA.

The module M (A) e (f and has a unique irreducible quotient that we denote

by L(A).
We shall need to analyze the modules M (A) for varying A. Since

U(g) = U(t>)®U(he(Bn)
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by the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt (PBW) theorem, we may realize the module

M (A) as the fixed vector space £/(t>) with an action nA of g that depends

on A. Under this identification the element 1 <g> 1 will be denoted as vA. If

yet), then nA(Y) is left multiplication by Y and is constant in A.

Let w G S(g), and consider the formal operator <x(m)(£) on M (A), as defined

in Lemma 2.3. For Aeif there is a unique element zu(A)(£) e U(t){Q such

that

(1) a(u)(C)vA = zu(A)(QvA.

If u has degree n , then zu(A)(£) is a polynomial in A of degree at most n .

We shall determine the leading terms in this polynomial when u is (7-invariant.

There is a projection p: U(g) —► U(h) defined by the decomposition

U(g) = U(h)®{n0U(g) + U(g)ñQ}.

Let œ: S(g) —► Í7(g) be the canonical symmetrization map. We shall denote by

ß:S(g)^U(h)

the composite map ß(u) = p(co(u)). If A e if , we write A0 for the restriction

of A to h . Fix an orthonormal basis {Ht} for h and let the gradient operators

V, on 5(0) be defined as in § 1.1 relative to this basis.

Lemma 5.1. If ue Sn(g)G, then

1

zu(A)(C) = ß(u)(A0) + ¿2 V,.M(A0)(//1)_(£)
1=1

+ {terms of degree < n - 2 in A}.

Proof. It will suffice to prove (2) when

u= f(Xg)ndg
JG

for some leg, since elements of this form span S"(g)G. We start by studying

the dependence of : *(£)" : vA on A. We first observe that 7iA(*+(£)) vA =

nA(X)kvA , since vA is annihilated by 7rA(*(;')) for j > 0 and [*, *(;)] = 0.

But from the commutation relations in 0 we calculate that

k k
nA(X) vA = B(X, HA) vA + {terms of degree < k - 1 in A},

k
where HAeh corresponds to A0 via the form B. The operator nA(*_(£))

does not depend on A. We now combine these observations with the normal-

ordered binomial expansion (Lemma 2.3) to obtain

(3) o(Xn)(C)vA = nA(X)nvA + nB(X ,HA)"-xnA(X_(Q)vA

+ {terms of degree < n - 2 in A} .
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We can write nA(X)nvA = nA(co(Xn))vA, where œ is the symmetrization

map. Replacing * by Xs in (3) and integrating over G, we have

(4)      a(u)(QvA = nA(œ(u))vA+ f nB(Xg,HA)"-xnA((Xg)_(Q)vAdg
JG

+ {terms of degree < n - 2 in A}.

But by the usual formula for the Harish-Chandra homomorphism, 7iA(a>(u))vA

= ß(u)(AQ). Furthermore, we can expand

/

nA((Xg)_(Q) = £ B(Xg ,/T.)ÄA((fl;.)_(C)).
i=i

Since

V,M(A0) - / nB(Xg,HA)"-xB(Xg,Hi)dg,
JG

we can thus rewrite (4) to obtain equation (2).   D

5.2. Character formulas for category ff¡. We define the subcategory cf¡ = {M e

(f:c + p(c) = 0 on M }. Recall from [Wal, Lemma 1.1] that p(c) = \ and

that the module M (A) is in ef¡ if and only if

(A + p, y) = 0   for all y eA¡

(the shifted highest weight A + p is on the boundary of the Tits cone; cf.

[Kac]). When u e S(g)G and a(u)(Q is a restricted Sugawara field, then

er(w)(£) commutes with the action of 0 on any module in the category cf¡.

In this section we shall assume the existence of a complete set of restricted

Sugawara fields for g and derive an explicit character formula for "generic"

irreducible modules in the category (f¡. This extends the results in [Wal], where

the case 0 = sl(2 ,C) was treated. By Theorems 4.10 and 4.11 this completeness

assumption is true for 0 of type B2 and An , « = 1,2,3,....

If A e h* then we extend A to if by setting A(c) = -\ and A(d0) = 0.

With this definition, we have a map A —► M (A) from h* to (f¡. For a eh*

let Ha e h be defined by B(X, Ha) = a(X) for all * e h. Denote by

«=  II"-

the fundamental skew-invariant element in S(h). Define

DR=   Ild-O-
a€A-

Theorem 5.2. Assume that a(ux)(Q, ... ,a(ut)(Q is a complete set of restricted

Sugawara fields for g. Set 7)(£) = a(u¡)(Q and write

t;-(o = £?»£"•
nez
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There exists a countable set of rational functions {</>.} on h* suchthat

(1) The singularities of the <¡>¡ are contained in {A e h* : «(A) = 0}.

(2) If A e h* and w(A) ^ 0, then the function t —> q>t(tA) is not identically
zero.

(3)Set Q = {Aeh* :</>¡{A) ^0 for i= 1,2,...}. IfAeQ then

(a) L(A) = M(A)/{£¡=1 £~ i T¡(-n)M(A)} ;

(b) chL(A) = eA/DR;

(c) Horn. (M (A), M (A)) is the algebra generated by the set of mutually com-

muting operators {T¡(-n): I <i <l,n = 1,2,...}.

We shall prove this theorem following the same general lines as [Wal, Theo-

rem 2.5]. It will require several preliminary results, however, that we develop

in the next two sections.

5.3. Decompositions of U(t>). Let the invariants ui and the operators Tt(n)

be as in Theorem 5.2. Then [d0, T¡(n)] = nT¡(n) on M (A). Hence T¡(n) — 0

for n > 0 since the spectrum of nA(d0) is {0, - 1, ...}. For Ael)* we can

thus expand

^(A)(0 = £^(A)(-»)r",
n€N

where z(.(A)(-n) e t/(o) is of degree —n relative to dQ .

Lemma 5.3. Let Aei)*. Then for k ,m e N and i,j = 1,... ,1

(1) [Ti(-k),Tj(-m)] = 0

on M (A). For any H eh, [H, z.(A)(-A:)] = 0. Furthermore

(2) [z¡(A)(-k),Zj(A)(-m)] = 0

in U(o).

Proof. By Lemma 2.1, [T¡(-k) ,*(«)] = 0 as operators on M for all * e

0 and n e Z. But for any vector v e M there exists y e U(g) so that

Tj(-m)v = yv . Hence (1) holds. To prove (2), write

Ti(-k)Tj(-m)vA = Ti(-k)zj(A)(-m)vA

= zj(A)(-m)Ti(-k)vA

= zj(A)(-m)zi(A)(-k)vA.

Hence by (1) we have

Zf(A)(-i):/A)(-«)«A = zj(A)(-m)zi(A)(-k)vA.

But the map y —> nA(y)vA is injective on c/(o), so (2) follows. The same

argument, with T-(-m) replaced by H or d0, shows that [7/,z((-fc)]t;A = 0

and hence the commutator is zero, since [h, o] c o .   D

Let Hx, ... ,H¡ be a fixed orthonormal basis for h and set

Hi(A) = J2VJui(A)Hj
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for A e h*. Since ux, ... ,u¡ are basic invariants, we know that det[V -m(.(A)]

is a nonzero multiple of ew(A). Hence //, (A), ... , H¡(A) define a basis of h if

(5(A) ¿ 0. We set H¡(A)(n) = H¡(A) 8 z" . Let </. = deg(u,.). Then H¡(A)(n)

is homogeneous of degree d¡—\ in A.

Let H eh satisfy a ¡(H) — 1 for i - 1,2, ... ,1. The subalgebra o is stable

under ad H and decomposes as

(3) o = o" ©o ©o+

into negative, zero, and positive eigenspaces for ad H. We have

«T =ïï0<g>C[z~ ],

0 r     „   n      "Il       "I
o  = h®C[z    ]z    ,

t>+ = n0<8)C[z~ ]z~  .

The summands in (3) are subalgebras and satisfy [o ,t> ] c o . Let d —

dim n0.

For defining various PBW bases, we shall need to use the sets J?, f, and

J? of multi-indices of the form

/ = (/,„), \<i<l, » = 1,2,...,

J = (Jpm), l<P<d, m = l,2,...,

K = (KpJ,     \<p<d,      »1 = 0,1,...,

respectively, with the indices nonnegative integers and all but a finite number of

them zero. We write /. = {I¡n} for fixed i. We then form three sets of operators

{T }, {/7(A) }, and {z(A) } indexed by J2", with Ae|' appearing as a

parameter, as follows:

T1 = t[xT2h ■ ■ ■    where T¡' = T^-l)1" T¡(-2)Ia

The other products are defined similarly by replacing T¡(—n) with H¡(A)(—n)

or z;.(A)(-h) . Note that since the operators in each family mutually commute

(Lemma 5.3), the ordering of the products is immaterial.

Pick a basis *,,... ,Xd for n0 such that adH(Xp) = npXp . For J e J"

let

XJ = X?X22 ■ ■ ■    where */' = *,(-1 )JnX¡(-2)J'2

Then by the PBW theorem {XJ : J e f} is a basis for C/(o+). We similarly

fix a basis  Yx, ... ,Yd  for ïï0 such that adH(Yp) = -npYp.   By the PBW

theorem, we obtain a basis for U(t>~) indexed by 3? consisting of the ordered

monomials

YK = Y*1 Y22 ■ ■ ■    where Ï* = Y*mY¡(-lf" Y¡(-2)Kl2

Let d¡ = deg(«;). For /e/ and * e3? we set

M/) = £K-!)/,„,        HK) = J2npKpn.
i M p ,n
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Because d¡ > 2 and n   > 1 in these sums, the sets {/ e J^ : p(I) = r} and

{K eJf: v(K) = r} are finite for each positive integer r.

From (3) and the PBW theorem, there is a direct sum decomposition

t/(t>) = £/(t)0©ö~)©ü+i7(ü).

Let q : U(t>) —► U(t> © o~) be the corresponding projection.

Lemma 5.4. There exists a countable set of polynomials {<j> ,} on h* satisfying

the properties (1) and (2) of Theorem 5.2, such that if 4>¡(A) ̂ 0 for all j then

q: 0C/(D")z/(A)^[/(t3"©o°)

íes

is a linear isomorphism.

Proof. Let H e h be as above, with a¡(H) = 1   for i = 1, ... ,/.   Then

q(adH ■ x) = ad H ■ q(x). We grade C/(d~) relative to ad H by

U(m\t>~) = {xe U(t>~): ad(H)x = -wx}

for me N. Then i7(0)(o~) = C and U{m)(o~) has basis {YK : K e3? ,v(K) =

m} for m > 0. Hence (/(m)(o_) is finite-dimensional. We shall prove that

(4) q:   J2 C(k)(oV(A)-  ¿2 Uik)(t>-)H(A)'
ß{I)=i P(l)=i

is a linear isomorphism for all i,k eN, subject to the nonvanishing of poly-

nomials {4> (A)} satisfying (1), (2) of Theorem 5.2.

For i = 0, (4) is the identity map on C/( '(o-), so the result is true in this

case. Let / > 0 and k > 0. Fix a linear order on the finite set

Mik = {(I,K):IeJr,p(I) = i and Ke^,u(K) = k}

and use this order to arrange the elements Y z'(A) (resp.   YKH (A) ) into a

column vector

Bik(A) = [YKz'(A)][K€Mik     (resp. C,,,(A) = [y^A)'],^).

Assume that œ(A) / 0. Since [H,z'(A)] = 0, we can write

q(B¡k(A)) = Aik(A)CiJ((A)

where A¡ k (A) is a matrix with rational entries whose singularities are contained

in {Aet)*: w(A) = 0} . The lemma will be proved if we show that the function

t —» deM( k(tA), for t e C, is not identically zero when ftJ(A) ^ 0. We can

then take for the functions in the lemma the set {det^ ¿(A): i > 0,k > 0} .

By Lemma 5.1,

Zj(tA)(-n) = tdj~XHj(A)(-n) + {lower order in t}

for all n > 0. Hence for all /e/

z'(tA) = r"(/)#(A)7 + {lower order in t}.
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Thus Bik(tA) = í'C;/t(A)+{lower order in t}. Since Cik(tA) = t-CiJc(A),

it follows from the definition of the matrix A¡ k(A) that A¡ k(tA) ̂ Identity +

terms of order t~  . Hence

lim ,4, . (tA) = Identity.

This completes the proof,   o

Let {<f>¡}, be as in Lemma 5.4. Set

Q. = {A e h* : «(A) ± 0 and ^(A) / 0 for all /}.

Let s? be the ring of operators on M(A) generated by {T¡(-n): 1 < i < I ,n =

1,2,...}. By Lemma 5.3, s/ is commutative.

Lemma 5.5. If A eü, then M(A) is a free si module on U(t+)U(t>~)vA.

Proof. By the PBW theorem, {XJYK: J e f and K e 3?) is a basis for

U(x>+)U(x>~). Since the operators T1, for I e^f , commute with the action of

0, we have

T'xJYKvA = XJYKz(A)vA.

Hence it will suffice to prove that for A e Í2

(5) {XJYKz(A):IeJr,Jef,KeJf}

is a basis for i/(o).

We grade U(v) by the homogeneous derivation d that acts by d • e¡ — e¡

and d • f = -f for i— 0,1,... ,1. Define

UWy] = {xe U(t)) :d-x = -jx}

for ;' = 0,1,2, ... . These subspaces are finite-dimensional. Let

S*j = {(I,J,K):XJYKzI(A)eU(»)U]}.

We shall prove by induction on j that the elements XJYKz'(A) for (I,J,K)

e S', are a basis for {/(ö)^, .

If j = 0 then U(<o).0] = C ■ 1 and the result is true. Assume that the result

is true for j < r. If v e U(v)[r, then by Lemma 5.4 there exists al K e C so

that the element

w =     Y^     ai,KYKz'(A)
(i,o,K)eS",

satisfies q(w) = q(v). Thus there exist elements w¡ n e U(xt)y., with j < r,

such that
d    oo

V-W=££Xi(-/IK,n-
j=l n=l

Now applying the induction hypothesis to w¡ n we can write X¡(-n)w¡ n as a
1     K    1

sum of elements X¡(-n)X Y  z (A) of total degree p relative to the derivation
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d. We can then rearrange the factors X¡(-n)X as a sum of terms * without

changing the total degree. This proves that XJYKz'(A) for (I,K,J) e S"r

span U(\j)[r]. But obviously the elements XJYKH(A)' for (I,K,J)e5?r are

a basis for U(o),.. Hence by dimension, the set

{XJYKz\A):(I,K,J)e^r)

is linearly independent. This completes the induction step.   D

5.4. Filtrations on M (A). Recall that there is an anti-automorphism x —> x' of

g that is the identity on if and that interchanges the canonical generators e¡

and f¡ (i — 0,1, ... , /). There is a canonical bilinear form (•, -)A on M (A)

that satisfies

(nA(x)y, z)A = (y ,nA(x')z)A

(the contravariant form). We view this as a form varying with A on the fixed

vector space U(t>).

Let C[t]® U(v) be looked upon as the space of all polynomials in one variable

with values in U(t>). Set

M(A)j = {x(0)vA : x e C[t] ® C/(t>) with (x(i)t>A, z)A+lp e tjC[t]

for all z e M (A)}.

Then M (A) = M(A)0 D M(A)X D ■■■ defines a ¿-invariant filtration of M (A)

called the "Jantes filtration" (cf. [K-K]). If / e J", then let |/| = £/,„ .

Lemma 5.6. If A eh* and I eJ", then TlvA e M(A\^ .

Proof. This follows by the same argument as Lemma 2.2 in [Wal].    Q

We shall compare the Jantzen filtration with the following filtration of M (A).

For j > 0 set

N(A)j= ^U(g)T'vA.

\i\>j

Then M (A) = N(A)0 D N(A)X D ■■■  defines a ¿-invariant filtration of M (A),

and M(A)j D N(A). by Lemma 5.6.  We now calculate the character of the

module JV(A).. Set

«SA-

For / in J2-, f , or 3? we set w(I) = ^2nl¡n . Define

p,j{n) = Card{7 eS: w(I) = n and |/| > ;}.

Lemma 5.7. If A e Q then

(1) chN(A)j = ^-^2p!j(n)e-"S.
R n>\
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Proof. By Lemma 5.5, N(A)¡ has a basis

{TIX1YKvA:IeJr ,J ef ,KeX ,\I\>j).

For he if we have [h, TJXJYK] = -t1(h)TIXJYK , with

/ d

» = £M/,)¿ + *"(•/,)<*} - £{Kk + «>(*,.)<* + i^-ia,.}.
1=1 i=i

Here I¡ = (I¡x ,I¡2, ...) and similarly with J¡ and *(. It follows that

(2)       chJV(A), = eA\l2 f[e-wWS+]Ji]ai

\.Ke^i=i ) «>i

To obtain formula (1), we show that the product of two factors involving the

roots of 0 on the right side of (2) gives 1/DR . To see this, let Nm c Nm be the

w-tuples of nonnegative integers (px, ... ,pm) with pm > 1. For L e Nm set

«)(L) = ^ npn . Then the first bracketed term on the right in (2) is the product

over all roots a e <P+ of the sum

(3) i + ££*"
-w{L)S+\L\a

m=\ Z.eNm

But (3) can be expressed as

l+e-*"£JI<l-e;
m=\ n=\

which can be factored as
oo

-n<5+aN-lm e
n=\

A similar calculation shows that the second bracketed term on the right in (2)

is the product over all roots aeí>+ of

f¡(1_^-T'.
H=0

By the description of A^ in §5.1, we conclude that the product of the two

bracketed terms on the right in (2) is 1/7)Ä .   D

5.5. Proof of Theorem 5.2. We now assemble the results of the previous sections

to prove Theorem 5.2. The first step is to show that the two nitrations introduced

in §5.4 coincide when A is in suitably general position. We start with Jantzen's

character sum formula (cf. [K-K]).

(1) £chM(A),.= £     ¿2    <*iM(A-ja).
J>1 a€Â+       7>l

i/„(A)=0
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Here A+ is the set of positive roots of 0 with each root repeated according to

its multiplicity, and L (A) = 2(A + p,p)- (p,p). We assume that A satisfies

LJa(A) t¿ 0 for all integers ; > 0 and all aeA^. Then only the imaginary

roots râ, r > 0, occur on the right side of ( 1), with multiplicity /. (Recall that

we are assuming that Aef) and hence (A,S) = 0.) It follows that

(2) Ylch M(A); = l £ ch M(A - Jrô) ■

r>l

For n a positive integer, set o(n) = Card{(p,q) eNxN:p? = n}. Then (2)

can be written as

(3) ^2chM(A)j = l^,a(n)ch(M(A-nS)).
j>\ n>\

For any peif the character of the module M(p) is

chM(p) = e"/DRD[,

where

/ n=n lr=\n=0 fc=l

Here p¡(n) = Card{7 e J : w(I) = «} . It follows that

£chA/(A),. =   '£<,(„)/-* JX*)*"
j>\ R n>\ k>0

ko

= #-££*(")£/we/ K-(n+k)6

'& n>lk>0

We now need the following combinatorial result, generalizing [Wal, Lemma

2.4].

Lemma 5.8. One has

(4) /£/>,(«-¿MO = £*>,>)•
i>i j>i

Proof. For o(n) we have the generating function

n>0 p>\ H

It follows that

(5)       £9B|£p/(»-'W)|=n(1-^r/£ï_ff
n>0        (i>\ )        k=l p>\ H

Now introduce formal variables x, „, for i = I, ... ,1 and n = 1,2,

Let

1,n 1."

p
k^-i\r^   1 _

,p
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be the formal Euler operator. Then

(6)     e n a-*,,„)-'= n d-^r' £ tis-
1<1</ 1<1</ !<!</
n>0 n>0 n>0

On the other hand, we can expand

II (1-^r1 = £^/'
\<i<l íes
n>0

from which we obtain

e n o-*,■,„)"'= £iv-
\<i<i íes
n>0

Comparing this with (6) and specializing to x¡ n = q" , we have the identity

(?) 'IKi-«V£747 = E Ei'iK-
fc-I p>\ H        n>\ \ies„

So comparing (5) and (7), we conclude that for n > 1,

5>i«-fl»(o-£i/i.
1>1 /6JÍ

On the other hand,

(8) Card{/eJ^: |/| = ;}.*>P,jin)-pIJ+l(n).

Hence

£ |/| - EMj(") -PlJ+lW) = X>/j(")-
/e^        y>i y>i

This proves the lemma.   D

At this point we can describe the set {<* } in Theorem 5.2: take the functions

</)j in Lemma 5.4 together with all the functions L. with j — 1,2,... and

a e AR. Define the generic set Í2 by these functions. If A e Í2 then by

Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8 we have

£chA/(A)7. = X;chM(A)..

Since N(A)j C AT (A); it follows that N(A)j = Af(A). for all ;. In particular,

N(A)X = M(A)X, which proves part (3a) of the theorem. Part (3b) follows from

Lemma 5.5. To obtain (3c), we need an additional lemma.

Lemma 5.9. If A e fi then for j>\

N(A)j/N(A)J+x = ^(plj(n)-pIJ+x(n))L(A - nô)
n>\

as a g   module.
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Proof. By Lemma 5.5,

N(A)j/N(A)J+l= 0 TJU(t>+)U(x>-)vA.
íes

Thus by (8) and part (3b) of Theorem 5.2, we have

(9) chN(A)j/N(A)j+x =Y(P,/n) - p,j+x(n))chL(A- nô).
n>l

We fix j and write

v'(A) = T,vA + N(A)j+x    forleJ?

with |/| = j. Then v'(A) is a nonzero highest-weight vector of weight A -

w(I)â in N(A)j/N(A)j+x . By Lemma 5.5 the set {/(A): I eJr,\I\ = j} is

linearly independent. Since

ch I 0 Ct/(A) J chL(A) = ch(N(A)j/N(A)j+x)

by (9), we conclude that

(10) (N(A)j/N(A)j+x)n = ^CvI(A).

We now assert that if \I\ = j then

(11) U(g)v'(A) = L(A-w(I)ô).

Indeed, the submodule U(g)TlvA of M(A) is isomorphic to M(A- w(I)ô),

since the map y —» nA(y)v'(A) is injective on U(v). But the operators T¡(-n)

are functorially defined on any module in (f¡. Hence by part (3a) of Theorem

5.2, we conclude that
/     oo

££ Tl(-n)U(g)TIvA
i=l n=\

is the maximal proper submodule in U(g)T'vA . This submodule is contained

in N(A)j+x, so (11) is an isomorphism.

Since the highest-weight vectors v'(A)  are independent and the modules

U(g)v'(A) are irreducible, it follows from (10) that

N(A)j/N(A)j+x = ®U(g)v'(A).

This proves the lemma.    □

We can now prove part (3c) of Theorem 5.2. Suppose that

SeHomè(M(A),Af(A)).
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We may assume that [dQ ,S] - -kS for some integer k > 0. Set zs - SvA,

and pick j so that zs e N(A). but zs £ N(A)j+x. Since zs is annihilated

by n, it follows from Lemma 5.9 that there are scalars a, . such that

zs-   £   "//»A^^j+r

w(I)=k

Thus replacing S by Y^a¡ ¡T1', we may assume that zs e N(A)j+x . After

a finite number of steps we get zs = 0 and hence S = 0, since the map

S-»zs is injective on Hom.(Af(A), Af(A)). This means that the original S

is a polynomial in the operators T1.   a

Appendix

A.l. Characters of some representations of Zk . We shall derive the formula for

the characters of Zk associated with the highest weights X, of GLn (C) defined

in §4.3, formula (12). Recall that the Young diagram corresponding to A is an

inverted "L" with j + 1 rows. The first row has length k — j and the remaining

rows have length 1. We shall write

Xj ,k = Xxj

for the character of the representation of GLfl(C) with highest weight A , for

j - 0,1, ... ,k - I. This is defined provided 1 < k < n .

For j = 0 and k > 1 we shall write x0 k ~ ak > following the notation of

classical invariant theory (cf. [Mur]). This is the character of the representation

of GLn(C) on S (C"), which is paired with the trivial representation of Y.k

in the Frobenius-Schur-Weyl theory. Thus by formula (10) of §4.3 one has

(1) 9k = A £ Card(Cy
pe&k

for k = 1,2.We define q0 = 1 and qk = 0 for k < 0.

When j = k — 1, then ^A._, fc  is the character of the representation of

GL^ (C) on the &th exterior power /\ C . This representation is paired with

the signum representation of I.k . If p e 3Bk is a partition, define

tf(/>) = £/v

Then on the conjugacy class Cp c zZk the signum representation has value

(-l)a{p). We shall write Sk = xk_ltk ■ By formula (10) of §4.3 one has

(2) e, = ¿£Card(C")(-lf(íV
' peâ°k

for k = 1,2, ... , n .
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Xj,k - ak-j®j      Xj-ljc

Lemma A.l. One has

(3)

for \<j<k.

Proof. By Jacobi's formula (cf. [Mur, equation 4.35]) one has

Qk-j   ak-j+i   ak-j+2   ■■■     ak

qx Q2       ■■■      Qj

(4) Xj,k = det

1

0

0

1 01 ••• dj-

1

Note that the matrix in (4) is (7+1) by (;' + 1). Expanding the determinant

by the first column, we obtain

~ai    a2    ■■■      °j

1      <7,     •■•     <?,_!*,-,* = î*_,-det

0 1 9i   J

-det

°k-j+\     Qk-j+2
1 *■

Qk

0 ••• 1       qx  J
Comparing this expansion with (4), we obtain (3).   D

Fix k > 1. We shall write xJ — X*J for the character of l,k that is dual to

Xj k. As we have already noted, x° = 1 and X    ' is the signum character.

Lemma A.2. Let 1 < j < k - 1 and let p e3°. Then

(5) *'(C) = -X'-\C) + Q) E(_irMCard(cOCgrd(C')

r«esummation in (5) is over a// a,ß e3a with w(a) = j and a + ß = p.

Proof. By formula (10) of §4.3 one has

(6) *M = ¿£Carf(CV(CV.
p€^t

Multiplying (1) and (2), we obtain

(7) q^jSj = 7^^£Card(Ca)Card(C/,)(-ir(o)^,

where the sum is over a,ß e3sk with u;(q) = y and w(ß) = k - j. Now we

use (6) and (7) to calculate the coefficient of / on each side of (3). This yields

(5).   D

For each partition p e 3Bk , we define the generating function

(8) *,(0-£(-oV(C).

This function can be expressed in terms of cyclotomic polynomials as follows:
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Lemma A.3. For p e 3>k, one has

(9) (i-w)=no-''V"-i
Proof. Let a,ß e 3s with a + ß =p . By formula (16) of §4.3, one calculates

that
(k\ Card(Ca)Card(Cß)     yr (p.\

\j) Card(C) A* \aj

Substituting this formula in (5), we obtain the expansion

(io) <i)p{t) = l + f2(-i)jtJ+xxj(cp)
7=0

k-\

+ ¿<-oJ Ef-D^Hg')
7=1 a6?; i     V   ;/

For ae3s one has
/_.^w{a)+o(a) _ /_i\l"l

GH"

Adding and subtracting the term tk(-\)k+a{p) from the right side of (10) and

recalling that xk~\cp) = (-l)a(p), we thus can write (10) as

(id     *,</)=i+<*,w+£ £ n{(a')(-i)0,i'°'} •
7=1 ae&j    1     l V   ,V '

In ( 11 ) we follow the usual convention with binomial coefficients:

if b > a.

Because of this, we may simply write (11) as

(i2)        (i-^(o-£n{(i)(-i)a'/,a'}'

where the term with a = 0 contributes 1 to the right side of (12). But now we

recognize the right side of (12) as the expansion of the right side of (9).   D

Proposition A.4. For 1 < j < k - 1 and p e33k one has

(i3) (-i)V(C) = i + ££(-i)Hn(^)-

Proof. Multiply equation (12) by the geometric series expansion of (1 - t)~x.

The coefficient of t} is then given by (13).   D

A.2. Proof of Lemma 4.2. We start with the well-known property

(1) dim(/\V)   =!
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of the cohomology of a simple Lie group, where the space (1) is spanned by the

invariant 3-form B([X, Y], Z), with B the Killing form of 0.

We shall show that (1) implies that dimHomG(0, A, 0) = 1.  For this we

introduce the following maps: Let

3 2

a: f\ S^3®/\ 0

be the inclusion map. Let

ß:g®f\9^S2(g)®g

be the symmetrization map on the first and second indices. If T e g® ¡\ g

has components {a¡¡k} relative to a basis {X¡®Xj®Xk} for <g> 0,then ß(T)

has components {(a¡¡k + ajik)/2} . In particular, if T e Image(a), then a¡¡k is

skew in all indices, and hence ß(T) = 0. Conversely, if ß(T) = 0, then aijk

is skew in the first and second indices. Since it is already skew in the second

and third indices, it must be completely antisymmetric, since the group X3 is

generated by the transpositions (12) and (23).   Hence  T is in the subspace
•5

A 0 • Thus we have

(2) Image(a) = Kernel(yS).

Finally, let

y:S2(g)®g^S\g)

be symmetrization relative to the second and third indices. By the same argu-

ment that gave (2), we see that

(3) Image(/7) = Kernel(y).

Obviously y is surjective, and the maps a, ß, y are G homomorphisms.

Restricting these maps to the corresponding subspaces of (7-invariant tensors,

we obtain from (2) and (3) the exact sequence of maps

(4) 0^(A3fl)G A(fl®A20)G ^(S2(g)®g)G^S\g)G^0.

We claim that the map y in sequence (4) is an isomorphism. Indeed, given

u e S\gf, we know by Corollary 1.2 that Tu e HomG(0,52(0)). If we identify

(S2(g) ® g)G with HomG(0,.S2(a)) using the Killing form, then we find that

y(Tu) = 3u. Thus the map u -* \TU is the inverse of y on the space S (g) .

Now from the exactness of sequence (4) we thus conclude that ß = 0, and

hence a is an isomorphism on the G-invariants. By (1) we conclude that

dim (g®/\ 0)   = 1.

Since Hom(0, A fl) is isomorphic to g ® f\ g as a (7-module, this proves

Lemma 4.2.   a
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Note added in proof. The paper of T. Hayashi mentioned in the Introduction

has appeared in Invent. Math. 94 (1988), 13-52. Other recent papers in the

physics literature on higher-order Sugawara operators include the following.

F. A. Bais, P. Bouwknegt, M. Surridge and K. Schoutens, Extensions of the Vi-

rasoro algebra constructed from Kac-Moody algebras using higher order Casimir

invariants, Nuclear Phys. B304 (1988), 348-370.

_, Coset construction for extended Virasoro algebras, Nuclear Phys. B304

(1988), 371-391.
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